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LOCAL NEWS

rn to right start
`13reds open OVC play
with three-game sweep

Field set for next week's
NCAA tournament semifinals
—Page 8

One-two punch
Murray, Calloway speech
teams take 1-2 at state

—Page 8

—Page 2
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US closer than ever
to base on Arab soil
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By GEORGE ESPER
AP Special Correspondent
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WORLD
AA.

LOS ANGELES — The
Academy Awards broadcast is
supposed to overflow with suspense. This year, the drama may
tap out early.

STATE
The red skies at night these days
in Kentucky are a viewers'
delight. Aurora Borealis, commonly known as the Northern
Lights". have been seen from as
far, south as near the Tennessee
border to Louisville in the
northwest part of the state.

44 "

The annual Miss MSU pageant was held Saturday esening at Lovett
Auditorium. Mitzi Jones, 19 year-old
sophomore from White Plains, Ky. was named the 1991 Miss MSU.
Pictured from left, are fourth runnerup, Mary Hutkai; second runner-up, Allison Carr; Jones; first runnerup. Bethany Hall and third runnerup, Lee Ann Weatherspoon.
MSC' photo by Barry Johnson

Mitzi Jones named Miss MSU
By MARIANNA

SPORIb
Can UNLV be stopped? Only
Duke. North Carolina and Kansas stand in the way of an unde,feated season and a second
straight NCAA championship.

BUSINESS
LOS ANGELES -- Gasoline
prices rose slightly in the past
two weeks in expectation of
higher demand during the
spring, an industry survey
found:- The average price for all
grades of gasoline at full and
self-service stations, including
taxes, was $11716 per gallon
on Friday, up 0.28 cents from
March

FORECAST

After many hours of hard work and nervousness,
20 contestants competed Saturday night's at-Lovett
Auditorium -on the Murray State University campus
in the annual Miss MSU pageant. Mitzi Jones, a 19
year-old sophomore from White Plains. Ky. was
namedthe 1991 Miss MSU.
"Hopefully I can do well and represent MSU to the
')est of my ability." Jones said. "I also look forward
to meeting lots of new people." She has been competing in pageants since she was seven years old.
The contestants had been practicing two nights a
eek since School began for the spring semester,

Fire and Rescue Squad
conducting fund-raiser
Staff Report
Murray Ledger &

Clear early tonight, increasing
cloudiness after midnight with a
40 percent chance of showers
toward sunrise. Lows in the
mid-50s. South wind around 10
mph. Considerable cloudiness
and warm Tuesday with a 50
percent chance of showers.
Highs in the upper 70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.4, +0.3; below 320.4, +0.6
Barkley Lake
155.6, +0.4; below 325.9, +0.2

INDEX
One Section
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Dr. Gott
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports
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Jones said. With her pew-found, extra time, Jones
plans to "relax. this week and. then get back .to my
'regular -Sefieduie next week.
"All of the girls had to adjust to the practices and
hectic schedules. I baye two jobs, working both an
on-campus job and at a dance studio in addition to
- studying; we all had to adjust." Jones said.
• An---e-lernentary- -educatiOn major; the new Miss
MSU hopes to teach for several years before neginning work on her master's degree.
gunners-up in this year's pageant were Bethany
Hall, first runner-up; Allison Cam second runner-up:
Lee Ann Weathcrspoon, third runner-up and Mary
Hutkai fourth runner-up. Hall was also voted Miss
Congeniality and Traci Hamlin was named Most
Photogenic. Hall and Carr are Murray natives.

ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & 'Times Stan W•iter
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delisered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged ta
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad is once again conducting its annual fund-raiser.
Last year's fundraiser was a tre-,
mendous success and the CCFR
would like to thank the people of
Calloway County for your support.
according to information officer
Mike Sykes.
"We were able to purchase much
needed equipment that will help us
in our job to save lives and property," Sykes said.
The fund-raiser be-gan March 21
and,sluring the next few weeks
CC14rhembers will stop by with a
letter from the CCFR. Sykes said.
This fund-raiser is the only one the
CCFR will conduct this year, he
said.
• The CCFR is the only fire and.
rescue squad in the coun!y and is
not affiliated with any other organization, Sykes said.
The CCFR has mutual aid agreements with several departments
including the Murray, Farmington.
Hazel and Aurora fire departments.
Due to residents' help in the
years past and some very generous
donations from the estate of Roxie
Jenkins Jones and the Luther C.
Parks trust fund, the CCFR was
able to purchase the equipment

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf says the
United States is closer than ever to establishing a permanent land base on
Arab soil — a goal governments in the region had blocked for many
years.
The U.S. commander in the Persian Gulf War told reporters. Sunday
that the base would not include American ground forces.
He also said that the American troops who remain in the gulf will go
home after. a permanent cease-fire is signed with Iraq. However, a published report said today that U.S. armored forces had driven deeper into
Iraq.
In another development, Iraq's government newspaper, Al-Jumouriya,
on Sunday denounced the cease-fire terms set by the allies as aimed "at
usurping Iraq's sovereignty, mortgaging its, will and holding its wealth
hostage."
The U.S.-led coalition, which halted hostilities last month after drying
Iraq from Kuwait„ says it will not sign a permanent cease-fire accord
unless Baghdad destroys its chemical, biological and nuclear arsenals and
agrees never to resume production of the weapons, among other
conditions.
Prisoner releases, however, continued.
A Red Cross official in Riyadh said 1,000 Iraqi prisoners of war
traveled to the Saudi border post of Arar on Sunday and were handed over
to Iraqi officials. He spoke on condition of anonymity.
Also Sunday, hundreds of Kuwaiti soldiers who spent months in Iraqi
prisons returned home to tl-eir war-wrecked nation, where they were
greeted by weeping relatives and celebratory bursts of machine-gun fire.
Since Kuwait was liberated on Feb. 27. some U.S. forces have begun
helping the Kuwaitis rebuild their nation. Other American soldiers are
occupying part of southern Iraq. where they are keeping an eye on Sue dam Hussein's troops.
Schwarzkopf said the soldiers are not expected to remain in Iraq after -a
permanent cease-firc. But a permanent truce has been complicated by tne
rebellions by Kurds in northern Iraq and Shiite Muslims in the country's
south.
Schwarzkopf said-U.S. logistics troops could be in the gulf as long as
eight to 10 months to help load up equipment, but that the vast majority
of soldiers will be home before then.
Nearly -100,000 of the 540.000 American troops sent to the gulf
Operation Desert Shield have departed. the Central Command say
The command. now based in Riyadh, plans to return soon to its headquarters in Tampa, Fla. But Schwarzkopf said Sunday: "There's a possibility we will be moving a forward headquarters element of Central Command — not the entirety ... someplace over here on the gulf:"
'But's there's an awful lot of negotiations that have to go on, the locations have to be accepted and all the arrangements have to be made ...
. we're certainly:much closer to, that nowthan we've ever been before:"

needed so that work could begin on
substations, Sykes said.
"Through meetings with the citizens of New Concord and Faxon.
we are currently having land
surveyed for a substation in both
the New Concord area and one in
the Faxon area," Sykes said. "We
have not acquired land in the northwest and southwest portions of the
county but we hope to hear from
the landowners in the places
selected, so that coverage of the
county fire protection will be as
widespread as possible.
"Once again, I would like to reiterate on the fact that the organization who provides fire protection
and the rescue operations in Calloway County is the Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad," he said.
The chief of the CCFR is Steve
Ladd and the assitant chief is Greg
Cherry.
"Anyone else claiming to be a
rescue squad for Calloway County
is not the Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad. We are required by
law to protect lives and property in
the event of a fire or a rescue operation because we receive taxes to
operate and this puts us in charge
of any fire scene or any call that
we would respond to," Sykes said.
Please call 753-4112 or any
CCFR officer for more
information.

By MITCHELL LANDSBERG
The videotaped beating of a Los
Angeles motorist has put police
departments in the spotlight around
the nation and prompted a new
examination of some old questions:
How common is police brutality?
How many officers are punished?
Which cities have the most rogue
cops?
The answer: It's hard to say.
There are few' reliable nationwide figures on police brutality,
and an Associated Press survey of
selected U.S. cities shows no real
pattern in the rate of complaints
against police over the past five
years.
The most striking thing about the
statistics may be how much they
vary, suggesting the colossal proportions of the task facing the U.S.
Justice Department. The agency
was ordered by Attorney General
Dick Thornburgh in the wake of
the Los Angeles incident to review
the use of force by police
nationwide.
"There are so darn many variables. ... I don't think there is a
national standard," said Gerald
Williams, police chief of Aurora.
Colo. Williams is president of the
Police Executive Research Forum.
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Commodities will be distributed
On Thursday, March 28 at the
county road department from 8
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
A bag or box should be brought,
and anyone picking up commodities for another person must have a
note signed by that person.

Meeting the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles was a dream come true
for 11-year-old Steve Lyons of New Concord. Steve greeted two of his
favorite cartoon heros Saturday morning at Parker Ford. The Ninja
Turtles toured Murray last weekend promoting their new movie,
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II," which opened Friday.
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Distribution of free
commodities scheduled

WASHINGTON (AP) — The American public's satisfact
Persian Gulf War extends to Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, ion with the
media coverage and even the Democratic leadership of Congress,
according to a new
survey.
"There's no question that there's a euphoria that has much
to do with
the approval for everybody," said Donald S. Kellerrn
ann, who directed
the survey conducted by the Times Mirror Center for
The People & The
Press and released Sunday. "It's very much like a
football game," he
said. The blood lust is up and when you win, the blood
lust is satisfied.
It's the 'We're No. l' feeling."
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Associated Press Wnter

Public happy with army and media
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LA beating
puts police
in spotlight

A dream come true

Staff photo by Mary T. Layton
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One and two

MHS wins state speech title
Staff Report

extemporaneous speaking; Leigh
Ann Carter, second in impromptu
speaking; Daniel Cohen, second.
and Rob Carpenter, fourth in
humorous interpretation; Ginger
Crouch, sixth in dramatic interpretation; and Kelsy Christopher,
third, and Alexis Royalty, sixth in
Lincoln-Douglas debate. Royalty
was also named as second outstanding speaker for LincolnDouglas debate.
Individual titles for Calloway
included: Tracy Ross in impromptu
speaking and extemporaneous
speaking; and Lori Allison England
in oratory. Ross was named the

Murray Lodgor & Times

The Murray High School Speech
Team won their fourth consecutive
Kentucky High School Speech
League state speech title Saturday.
edging out cross-town rival Calloway County High School for the
crown.
Murray collected 240 points
while Calloway finished with 145
points. Montgomery County finished third with 81 points.
Winning individual titles for
Murray included: Karen Mikulcik
in dramatic interpretation; Andy
Vaughan in humorous interpretation; Alison Ward in prose interpretation; and Scott Conklin in
storytelling. Also Kelsey Christopher was named as outstanding
speaker in Lincoln-Douglas debate.
Other winners for Murray
included: John Dailey and Andy
Vaughan, second, and Melissa
Muscio and Eric Niffenegger. third.
in duo interpretation; Alison Ward,
second and Catherine Hurt. fourth.
in oratorl; Peter Johnson. third in

L..

'RENT-TO-OWN'

Specials
Remote VCR with on
sceen $8°° per v. k.
Remote 19" TV
$10' per wk.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
$2.01)° per wk.
-With this ad-

Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Tomas

The National Federation Interscholastic Speech and Debate Association recognized Calloway County Forenics Coach Larry England
Saturday as the Outstanding
Speech and Debate Educator in
Kentucky for 1990.
England was also honored by the
NFISDA as one of the top ten
speech educators in the nation.
This award is presented to educators for their outstanding service
and devotion to interscholastic
speech. drama and debate programs
throughout the U.S.
England is in his 21st year as a
teacher and coach of forenics at
Calloway and has had two national
champions, Tim Black in extemporaneous speaking and Debbie

14
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spokesman.
The Murray Electric System was
notified and electricians found a
transformer that had been tripped:

Upon arri‘a,. a machine in the
factory was smoking so power was
disconnected. according to - a

Two-vehicle crash
fatal for Water
Valley woman
A

Fu:ton Saturday claimed the life of -a
Water Valley woman, according to
report
thic Kentucky State
Police.
Christ% L. Wade. 20. of R:. 2.
Water %.alley. was pronounced
dead at Parka y Regional Hospital
at 7:46 a.m. after the car she as
riding in struck a tractor trailer a:
the intersectiori of U.S. 51 and
KentuCky 94 about 4.2 miles north
of Futon .around 6:45 a.m.. police
said.
both Wade and the driver of the
vehicle. Timothy 5. Callahan. 24.
were thrown from their vehicle
after Callahan apparently did not
step at a stop sign at the intersection and struck a tractor-trailer driven by Jess A. Jetford. 42. of S:.
Johnsburg. Vermont. who was
northbound on U.S. 51. police said.
Neither letford nor a passenger.Haubert William. 35. of N. Kenton.
Ohio. were reported injured. -police
said.

-Lite •Health •ArinLvties

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

eats41..444.41e, E

Mazzaz.

"Where the price and service
--lakes the pill easier to swaliow "

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

411--1"---- -•'' -b.`,

-------i•—_

Mott in poetry. both in 1987.
Since 1976 when the Kentucky
High School Speech League began
awarding a state championship
sweepstakes, England's team has
had nine state championships and
six second place state finishes.
His students have excelled in
every event with a total of 130 students placing first in individual
speech competition at the Kentucky
State Tournament and over 250
first place sweepstakes wins in
individual tournaments all over the
nation.
England V. as also notified on
Feb. 27 that he had earned his third
diamond from the National Forensic League in Ripon, Wis. Triple
diamonds are awarded to speech
coaches whose students have
earned over 60.000 N.F.L. points.

The Murray Fit Department
responded to a call at 7:40 p.m.
Friday nigh: it Murray Fabrics.
acco:rdih.,..; :1-, a department

-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
'Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt. AA,
753-4451

Stud
studeni
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uncerta
for fut
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Univer:
type C
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has al
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England named Outstanding
Speech and Debate Educator

COMPARE.
MY RATES
twth,

Comn
Direct
Murra

For the fourth consecutiie year, the Murray High
School Speech Team, pictured above, captured
Kentucky High School Speech League state title
the
Saturday. Calloway County High School Speec
pictured below, captured second place. Indilidual
h Team,
titles for Murray went to Karen Mikulcik in
interpretation. Andy Vaughan in humorous inter
dramatic
pretation, Alison Ward in prose interpretation
and Scott
Conklin in storytelling. Indi‘idual titles for Callo
way
went to Tracy Ross in impromptu speaking
extemporaneous speaking and Lori England in
and
oratory. Calloway Coach Larry England was also
Outstanding Speech and Debate Educator in
named
Kentucky for 1990 by the NFISDA.
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Staff photo by Mark Cooper

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

JAPAN.'

mission designed to familiarize them with
f4yrng. the spokesman said

TOKYO — Neatly a hit of 14e grao-Jating class of Japan s only military university have opted4out of the armed forces
reflecting-the growing unpopularity ofiriiitary service since the Persian Gulf crisis
A record,94 of the 494 students who graduated Sunday from the National
Defense Academy if Kanagawa preteclure west of Tokyo decided not to join the
armed forces. said an academy official
who spoke on condition of anonymity

BEIJING — Premier Li Peng told legislators today that the role of,the free market
will be expanded in China over the next
decade, but stressed that state ownership and planning will remain dominant
- A planned economy and market regulat.on must and can be combined," Li said
- The question now is not whether we
should Or are able to combine them, but
now vveil we can combine them." The
economy was the central theme of Li's
nearly tnree-hour speech, which opened
the annual session of China's legislature.
me National People's Congress. The
congress chiefly approves decisions
already made by 'the ruling Communist
Rarty's leadership

INDIA
NEW DELHI — An a:r force plane
crashed .shortly after takectl and toi.irst
into flames today at a military base near,
the southern city of Bangalore king all
28 people on board a Defense Ministry
spokesman said The Indian-made Ayr°
transport plane had a three-man crew
arid was carrying 25 airmen on a training

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — In the bloodiest
:lash of a weekend in which 45 people
were killed in township unrest, police
tattled several hundred African National
Congress demonstrators near a rally by a
rival group Fourteen protesters- and a
POlice sergeant were killed in Sunday's
cattle in the Johannesburg township of
Caveyton Police said they opened fire
on the crowd alter being attacked with

.,,--

Get your Hunting License

at a participating
store for the gigantic

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

1130

/WBLN

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Here are Sunday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
0-9-7 (zero, nine, seven)

to oe Pled

Saturday, March 30
9:30 a.m.

SALE

at tfr'e new

49 99

Saturday's winning numbers: Pick 3: 9-0-7; Lotto:
15-16-19-25-35-38

Outer Limits Sale

Murray-Calloway County Park

Reg. $60. Sr ar,poo 1..a.rcu•
cL,oecl
,
ano desgr wraps arY
:-.3,ge Sale pm* ettechve
through Saturday, March 30

In the event of bad weather the hunt
will be
held the following day)

Thousands of Easter
Eggs hidden wfth prizes
of games, toys, candy, r
bicycle & tricycle

AR ?i
Atit

stBAsTp.

See the Giant Easter
Bunny and have your
picture taken with him
at the hunt.
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NEW SALON HOURS:

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
991.•CParnay Company. Inc
Or Call 759-9811
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in shooting between Georgians and
Soviet troops in the troubled South Ossetia region of the Georgian republic, an
independent news agency reported
today Interfax said a 12-year-old boy
from South Ossetia was shot and wounded in a separate incident on Sunday It
gave no other details

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the difference Hometown Quality
Takes Compare our prices & SAVE
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ABIDJAN — Thousands of workers in
Mali's capital went on strike today to
demand the resignation of President
Moussa Traore The protest followed a
crackdown on demonstrations that reportedly left 150 people dead Sporadic gunfire was heard today in the deserted
streets of Bamako, the capital, witnesses
said by telephone
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$25 OFF
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GENEVA— Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre
an arch-conservative whose crusade
against Vatican reforms led to the first
maior split in the Roman Catholic church
in more than a centuq, died today. He
was 85 Lefebvre died at the Martigny
hospital one week after undergoing
emergency surgery for a cancerous
growth in the abdomen The French -born
archbishop organized a separate Catholic movement and drtiakned priests in his
fight against what he denounced as the
"satanic influence of.freo-modernist and
neo-Protestant tendencies" in the
church His movement rejects many
reforms introduced since the Second Vatican Council of 1963-65, including the
replacement of the Latin Mass with a
simplified liturgy. His St Pius X Fraternity
of Priests was named for the pope who
condemned modernism in a 1907 encyclical Lefebvre's fight against the Vatican culminated July 30, 1988 with his
consecration of four traditionalist bishops
at Econe The Vatican reacted swiftly by
excommunicating Lefebvre, the tour new
bishops and a prelate who had assisted
the archbishop in the consecration Pope
John Paul H warned that Lefebvre's followers would also be ejected from the
church unless they broke with him

RUSSIA
MOSCOW — At least three people died

Pi99111 wig*

(You must have a hunting license to
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knives, spears and firebombs. Police
said today an investigation had been
ordered into the clash between police
and about 200 ANC supporters. one of
the worst of its kind since the opposition
group was legalized in early 1990
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Murray Fire Dept. answers call Friday

753-7670

Central Shopping Center

most outstanding senior speech student for 1991 with the Gifford Blyton Book Award for Excellence in
Speech.
Other winners for Calloway
included: Scott Steffa, third in
storytelling; Josh Roberts, fifth in
extemp; Mike Arnett and Misty
Ernstberger, sixth in duo interp:
Sarah Walker, sixth in prose; and
Carissa Belcher. sixth in solo
acting.
Those individuals placing in the
top three of their events qualified
for the National Tournament of
Champions to be held in Bowling
Green during June.
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Major uncertainty looms in the future
Commentary by Johnny McDougal
Director of Student Financial Aid
Murray State University
Student financial aid for college
students is alive and well for the
1991-92 school year - but major
uncertainty looms over the horizon
for future years.
Approximately 30 percent of the
students enrolled at Murray State
University are now receiving some
type of federal grant, loan or
student-employment assistance.
Fortunately, funding by Congress
has already been approved for
these programs in 1991-92 at about

the same dollar level as the current
1,000 student-aid awards would be
school year.
eliminated, and students would lose
Both students and parents should
more than $1.1 million. The largest
be aware of that availability of stunumber of students directly
dent financial aid for the upcoming
affected by the cuts would be from
year. Applications should be•filed
low -middle and middle-incomeimmediately for the various
level families. Many would lose
programs.
Pell Grant assistance and would
Then comes the problem. The
then be forced to rely to a greater
federal budget proposed by Presidegree on student loans.
dent Bush for the 1992-93 school
Certainly students with the greatyear would have a significant negaest financial need should be
tive impact on Murray State stuassured of financial -aid opportunidents, their parents and the Univerties to help them commence or
sity itself.
continue in school. However, many
A preliminary analysis of that stude
nts who attend Murray State
impact reveals that more than
come from low -middle and middleincome-level families and have a
demonstrated need for financial aid
through grant, loan and work
programs.
For a certain percentage of these
students - probably more than any
of us whould like to think - contiConducted by Steve Arant. instructor nuing availability of student finanin woodworking at Murray-Calloway cial aid will be the critical and
County Vocational School. the course determining factor as to whether
will teach the safe use of hand and they ever earn a degree.
A review of parent and student
shop woodworking tools. Projects
will be decided between the student income alone is not sufficient to
and the instructor. Students will use make a judgment about a student's
tools provided by the Murray-Calloneed for federal financial assisway County Vocational School.
tance. Other factors that must be
The fee for the course is $35 plus considered are family size,
the
supplies. For more information. call
762-4159 or 1-S00-669-7654 outside
Calloway County.

number in the family attending college, whether it is a one or twoparent family, value of assets,
debts against assets, etc.
When all pertinent factors are
taken into consideration, approximately one-third of the students
now at Murray State qualify for
some assistance through federal
grant, loan and student employment
programs. It is our desire to see
that these students continue to have
access to adequate funding to complete their educational pursuits and
are not forced to assume an unreasonable amount of student-loan
indebtedness.
Budget proposals for the
1992-93 school year recently submitted by the Bush Administration

MSU to sponsor
woodworking course
"Woodworking," a non-credit
community education course sponsored by Murray State University,
will be offered during Apnl on the
university campus.
The course will be held on four
consecutive Wednesday nights - April
3, 10, 17 and 24 - from 6 to 9 p.m.

State police
investigating
Mayfield burglary
The Kentucky State Police is
investigating a burglary at the
home of Roger Youngblood near
Mayfield Sunday, according to
reports.
A suspect or suspects reportedly
broke into the home through a side
door and took a Smith & Wesson
.350 Magnum and assorted jewelry
totalling around S1.500 in value
.
police said.
Youngblood's home is located
about .5 miles north of Mayfield on
the Old Jimtown Road. police said.

RANTERS

Mayfield's Post 1
lists weekly totals
For the week of March 17-23,
the Kentucky State Police at Post I
in Mayfield opened a total of 51
criminal cases and made 53 criminal arrests, according to KSP information officer Chuck Robertson.
The post also investigated 25
automobile accidents, answered
134 complaints and made 20 DUI
arrests, Robertson said.

* * *

DEAR ABBY: This concerns a
problem I have never seen in Your
column. What do you do when a man
you have hired to do some construction work in your home asks to use
your bathroom?
I can't stand the idea of strangers
using my bathroom,but I don't know
how to deal with it.
Recently. I had two men here
lay mg carpet. Qne man asked to use
the bathroom, and what could I say'
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impact of these budget proposals
on student financial aid programs
on our campus, and we have communicated our concerns to our
elected officials in Washington.
We urge others to do the same.

insurance protection and service we
can
provide - the kind they expect and dese
rve It
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P 's give
us a
call

Dan McNutt, 4AI
Recossectd-/

SUAVE

CHEEZ CURLS
• - - CHEEZ BALLS
• 12 CORN CHIPS

DEAR READER: One's need
to use "the facilities" is essential. So I could not find it in my
heart to deny anyone that necessity. There are many disinfectants available for bathrooms
that should be used daily, so an
occasional workman should
present no problem. `
I dealt with the problem five
years ago when a reader wayced
poetic by responding:
"Dear Abby:
"That housewife who begrudged her latrine
"Is the stingiest I've ever seen.
"She deserves some compunction
"And a bladder dysfunction
"Then she might be less high
and pristine.
"-Sylvia Swain Rummel,Fulton, Mo."
Right on, Sylvia!

DEAR HURT: Thank God for
your good fortune! Had you been
able to persuade this mature,
unique human being with a
strong love for her family to
choose you instead of her family,
your chances for a happy, lasting marriage would have been
small.
Either she didn't love you
enough - or the "little girl" in
her still desperately needed
parental approval. I think you
tucked out.

call for a 33 percent reduction in
federal funding for two major programs, elimination of federal funding for two other programs and
a
major shift in funding the Pell
Grant program that would eliminate more than 400 Murray State
students from this program alone.
Students, parents and others who
think it important to provide adequ
ate federal funding for financial
aid
programs and that low -middle and
middle-income-level families can
have a need for funds that justifies
their inclusion are encouraged to
contact our U.S. Senators and Congressmen about their views.
The Student Financial Aid Office
at Murray State University has
completed a detailed analysis of the

and we try hard to give them the very
best

4
116

suave

i

•- 7

I have -asked Mv friends how they
deal with it. and they all have iaid
don't -like it either, but what can you
do?"
My dad was an electrician,and he
said he would never ask to use a
customer's bathrooin. When he would
.
drive to a new customer's house, he
would look the area over and locate
the nearest gas station, and if he
needed to ulse the facilities while
working, he woutd -tell the customer
he had to return to the shop to pick
up a tool on- something. but he
wouldn't charge them for the time he
was gone.;
Maybe employers shauld tell their
people to follow that example. How
would you handle it. Abby?
A READER. ARVADA, COL()

for financial aid -

Our Customers Are Very Important People

•

Buren

DEAR.ABBY: 1 am ktinancially
stable 25-year-old rflaft -and the
-young-fady fhave-been -Seeing- r
almost a year is a 20-year-old college
student We are very Much in lovenot superficially. but deeply-..She is a
very mature and unique hum,an
being with a strong love for her
family_
The 'problem: religion. Her parents object to me because they do not
w-ant their Catholic daughter involved with a Protestant man. Her
father dislikes me intensely because
of my faith. and doesn't even want
to
get to know me as a person.
I had no intentions of trying to
convert their daUghter I happen to
love her and she says she loves me.
but she has decided to end our relationship because she cant handle
the turmoil and controversy it's creiting between her and her parents.
What should I do?
.
DEEPLY HURT IN
SOUTH CAROLINA

•
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Letter to the editor

Trade unions: don't count them o
ut

American Legion offers
TEA to veterans' families

Back in 1897, so the story goes,
the nation was shocked by news
that its most acclaimed novelist had
gone to glory. Then came a cable
from London: "The reports of my
death,- said Mark Twain, "are
greatly exaggerated." So it is with
trade unionism in America. The
unions may have lost some of their
power, but don't count them out.
We will get a good indication of
Such a veto, if it materializes,
union power by early summer.
when Rep. William Clay. D-Mo., almost certainly would be upheld.
Nearly all of Clay's co-sponsors
brings his "scab-busting" bill to the
are Democrats. The only' Republifloor. The measure has more than
200 sponsors in the House. An can to sign on to Metzenbaum's
identical bill, sponsored chiefly by' bill in the Senate is Mark Hatfield
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. D- of Oregon. It seems highly unlikely'
Ohio. has more than 20 additional that two-thirds of the members
could be mobilized in either chamspon
sors in the Senate.
•
ber to override. And fine with me.
- The-measure is short and to the
Secretary Martin's opposition is
point. It would prohibit employers
base
d upon recent experience and
from offering permanent jobs to
persons who have replaced union common sense. Under existing
members during -a strike. Once a a fair balance appears to have been
strike ended. the replacements reached between the conflicting
would be fired and the strikers interests of labor and management.
/f a conflict ends in a strike, both
could return to the jobs they' temparties run economic risks. Workporarily had left.
ers lose the pay they would have
Lynn Martin. the president's new
secretary of labor. appeared before earned. Strikers face the ominous
possibility: that management may
Clay's House subcommittee on
hire permanent replacements
for
labor-management reations on
them. This is what happened to the
March 6. She said flatly that if the
air traffic controllers who struc
k
11.1 were presented to the president
early in 1981. ..
in its present form, -his senior
But - Management has its probads isers- would recommend a veto.lems also. If a company shuts down

Dear Editor.
In recent days the nation has engaged
in a massive expression of pride
of country and appreciation of the accompli
shments of its armed forces
which has not been seen since the close
of World War II. There also has
been a gigantic sigh of relief that the nation's
objective in the Middle East
was attained with relatively minimal cost
in human life and injury.
However, the public euphoria which foll
ows the cessation of hostilities
does not translate into immediate resolution of
all problems relating to the
deployment of the various units - activ
e duty.. National Guard. and
Reserse - to the Middle East and the Persi
an Gulf. There are still many
families of Deert Storm personnel "at risk.
- There are still those whose
allotment checks have never caught.up with
them. creating many h.a7.shq's and crises.
_In :425. at a time when public assistance prog
rams were minimal and
few agencies existed to help the family of
a needy veteran. The American
Legion established its Temporary Financial Assis
tance (Tr:A: program to
assist the children of veterans when no other
sources of aid are as allable..
Membership in the American Legion is not
required to qualit:v for a TF.A.
grant Monies used in the program come
from The America: Leg.on
Endowme.r.; Fund and are direct grams
(not loans to the tan-ill:es s0-.:)
TFA has played a significant role in the
Family Support Netwsirk
of The American Legion since that nati
onwide program began
after the first deployment of ,troops to
the Middle East.
Sineerels.
Lew Wood
Director. National Public Relations
The American Legion National Headquar
ters
P.O. Box 1055
Indianapolis. IN 46206-1055

"7

during a strike, it obviously loses
Moreover, the 16.7 million union
the production that otherwise might
members include 6.5 million govhave continued. If it resists by
ernment employees, many of whom
keeping in operation, inexperienced
are forbidden by law from striking.
replacements must be hired. These
In the private sector, about one"scabs" (in the union view) must
third of workers in tranportation
be put on the payroll, trained for
and public utilities are union memtheir jobs, and suitably rewarded
bers. Only one-fifth of workers in
for enduring the hostility of the
construction and manufacturing
pickets outside.
belong to union. The figure is less
If Clay-Metzenbaum became
than one-fifth in mihing.
law, we could expect a dramatic
The
surge in the number of strikes. denc date often are cited as evie of the twilight of trade
After all, union members would
unionism in America. Don't
ask, why not strike? They would
believeit. Union leaders may not
,have much to gain and no jobs to
be able to deliver the solid bloc
lose. As Secretary Martin said,
votes they delivered in the days of
little incentive would remain "for
John L. Lewis of the mine workers.
unions to moderate the use of the
but they' can still deliver massive
strike weapon."
political clout in money: and in serFor whatever reasons, strikes vices
. More than 400 union politihave diminished in recent years.
cal action committees reported
The Bureau of Labor Statistics recor
d receipts in 1987-88 of S76
(BLS) reported only 45 strikes last milli
on. Deserving Democratic canyear at companies employing at didat
es got nearly all of it..
least 1,000 workers. The figure
In my own troglodyte view. the
compares with a record of 437 such Clay
-Metzenbaum bill is an unacstrikes in 1953.
ceptable bill. It violates a basic
One reason for the decline lies in
American principle that every perthe steady drop in union member- son has
a right to work. Its enactship as a percentage of the work
ment would restore the old indefenforce. The BLS recently estimated sible
tyranny' of union bosses. This
that only 16.7 million wage and
might be good for the unions. but
salary employees were union mem- what is
good for the unions cotbers in 1990. They constituted 16.1
good for corporations) is not necespercent of the work force, a record sarily good
for the nation as a
low.

4
Mitch McConn1ell
J S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY
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Magic could make L.A. police chief
vanish
of Los Angeles is frus...d be,aose
can't fire his owl/
That's `-xlcailse the
.
„ ...y were once
7.ake the job civil•
mandatory retiresomething like
fire or
• se,retary of

Today In History
kloriday March :5. inc
is
:(49" Tn
,eft
Inc sear.
Toc1is's Highlight ir Histo6.:
!larc.h..25,.1911.:_ 146- immigrant -workers weTe
-- Kn._.
broke cit.'. at the Triangle Shirtwaist Company
in New •
stirred public' outrage and spurred workplac
e safely -_ -On tr..,
In .A.D. 752. Pope Stephen II died. only two
da:
!s
In :634. Maryland,was founded by English colon
ists ss:7-.1
Lord Bal-more.
In :865. during the Civil War. Confe(ierate
forces
man in Virginia.
In 1947. a coal mine explosion in Centralia.
In 1957. the Treaty of Rome established the Eropean
7.
munity. also known as the Common Market.
In 19M, Britain set aside an acre of land at.Kunny
mede he
Carta was signed in 1215) as a memorial for the late
President
In 1965. the ReYerend Martin Luther King Jr. led 2.5`.(
K.0
the state capitol in Montgomery. Ala.. to protest the
rights to blacks.
In 1975. King Faisal of Saudi Arabia was shot to
with a history of mental illness. (The nephew was hebead-..,.!. June.)
Five years ago: In the second day of a confrontat
ion between 1..
forces and the U.S. 6th Fleet in the Gulf of Sidra •.h,,
.
a7_:,
rallied in Tripoli in an anti-American protest.
The LS. Sapreme(- ort
ruled the Air Force-coUld ban the wearing of yarmulke
s by JewiSn h tary personnel tin. uniform'.
One year ago: eighty-seven people. most of them
Honduran and -Dominican immigrants, were killed when fire raced
through an illegal social
club in New York City.
Thought for Today: -Self-estee
m
Success (divided by) pretensions." William James, Arhe7].an pss,,hi,logist (1842-1910).
.

to

way out for
public opinA, senselessly
were on that
the cops are
‘iolator they
: •Sin,.e the majonty
7
Angeles are
they're as
civil rights
ne ACLI: or the city's
.1

fee: arrogantly
thornbing hiS nose
suggest the favorite
•-.
•
for some of his cops
\l,i-ippi Burning.rTh2 .7-Thr.ierti Mayor Tom Wrad
• is--.7rple enough:. How to
:
against Gates.
And
- .Ise a proposal.
in -..re is the National Football Leag ..e. - As 4ome may'
recall,
the fr.o:na,1 commissioner deci
ded
that a fotore Super Bowl could
not
be p:ayed -+R-Phoenix because
the
people of Arizona voted again
st

making Martin Luther King's birthday a paid state holiday.
osing the Super Bowl cost
Arizona millions of- dollars. And
they lost millions more when other
conventions and meetings canceled.
The NFL .has awarded Pasadena
the Super Bowl that Arizona lost.
That doesn't seem fair. All that the
people of Arizona did was vote to
save some tax money by not giving
their bureaucrats another paid holiday. They didn't beat some poor
mope until fillings popped out of
his teeth.
So the comMissior.,!r of the NFL
should announce: "I am going to
recommend to the owners that we
do not hold any Soper Bowls in
Los Angeles. Even in our sport, the
referee ;blows a whistle before the
linemen stomp the fillings out of a
quarterback's teeth."
Of course. it's possible that the
football commissioner is more
inclined to dump on ,Phoenix,
small TV market and weak franchise, than on big. profitable Los
Angeles.
In that case. it might be up to
some of America's most famous
black athletes to jolt Los Angeles
into telling its police chief to take a
walk.
As any basketball fan knows. the
L.A. Lakers ace one of the handful
of super teams. The bookies rate

them among the favorites to win
this year's NBA championship.
And L.A. loves its Lakers.
But what would happen if Magic
Johnson called a press Conference
and said: "My African-American
teammates and I regret to inform
!our fans that we cannot. in good
conscience. play any more games
in a city that tolerates an arrogant
boob as its police chief.If Magic and the others walked.
who would the Lakers have left?
Nobody: except a clumsy: Bulgarian
named Boris _Poopnik or
something.
It would be a grand and heroic
gesture. Nobody pays. attention to
the ACLU or the NAACP. But
Magic Johnson? If he and the
others strolled away, even laidback L.A. would suffer mass
hyperventilation.
And why stop with Magic Johnson and the Lakers? There arc the
Dodgers. the Raiders, the Rams
and other L.A. teams with great

Looking Back
Miliray Ledger & Times

Ten years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Allbritten,
Charles Hombuckle has assumed
March 8. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
tite dcuties of plant manager
at Don Swann, March 14.
,:ger Glove Corp.
Bill Smith, Lori Garland, Robe
Twenty years ago
rt
Johnson. Bill Boone, Steve Well
Army Specialist Four Ronald L.
s
'and Jeff Blodgett
are Murray High Webb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Troy
School students who will parti
ci- Webb, is serving with U.S. Army
pate in Kentucky All-State Band at Aschaffenburg,
Germany.
Performance at Hyatt Regency,
Kevin Lovett. son of Mr. and
Louisville, March 28. Local stu- Mrs. Rudy Lovett,
sixth grader at
dents who will participate in Ken- Kirksey School, won
the
tucky All -State Chorus at the same County Spelling Bee held Calloway
at Calloplace arc Tanya Harris and Bill way County Courthou
se. Second
Boone of Murray High School and
place went to Donna
Teresa Bell and Darvin Stom of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tabers,
Josh TabCalloway County High School.
ers, sever0...g.rader at Kirksey
Births reported include a girl
to School, and third place went to

WALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY. General Manager
MARY ANN ORR. Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Mana
ger
Tir !A.m., Lease, & Teas (CSPS
108, 700)

The Murray Ledger &Times is published
afternoon except Sundays, July 4.(
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Wh,
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at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carrie
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By mail in Calloway and to Benton,
n, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington
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black stars. Don't they owe more
to their fellow blacks than an
opportunity to. buy the overpriced
gym shoes they: endorse?
In turn, a threatened walkout by
Johnson and the others -would lead"
to hysteria and rage on the part of
L.A.'s other famous sports faces
Jack Nicholspn and the galaxy of
Hollywood stars who show' up for
all the Laker games. I'm sure they
could be persuaded to use their
influence to call upon all decent
Americans to boycott Los Angeles
and its products until Chief Gates
retires to a cottage in the country.
where he can pluck the wings off
flies without fear of criticism.
And that would translate into
lost money. It's a safe guess that
L.A.'s business community admires
Chief Gates, since his police force
engages in a solid management
practice - kicking those who are
down.
But if he starts costing them big
dough, that's a different matter. He
would become just another subsidiary that's a loser: Get rid of it.
If Magic Johnson and the other
black athletes believe this is not
their concern or responsibility', then
1 would leave them ivith one
thought. What if you never grew to
more than 5-10 and ran slow?
Those fillings could have been
popping out of your teeth.

Amy Blaine, daughter of Mr. and
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Blaine. eighth grader at
Mrs. Walter Owens, a boy to Mr.
Kirksey School.
and Mrs. Hilton Williams, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cunningham, a
will be married for 50 years on
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ThoMarch 27.
mas, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Thirty years ago
Gerald Cohoon and a boy to Mr.
Murray Civitan Club Pancake
and Mrs. Harold Long.
Day is being held today at Day &
Forty years ago
Nite Cafe and Rudy's Restaurant.
Murray High School students
Dr. Ralph Tessencer of Murray
who will enter music and speech
State College and the Rev. T.A.
contests at Contest at Murray State
Thacker of Memorial Baptist
College were featured in a chapel
Church, attended a two-day instiprogram at the school. They were
tute on "Alcoholism for Clergy" Marg
aret Ruth Atkins, Zaanif Patheld March 20-21 at Hopkinsville.
ton, Joan Love, Nancy Wear,
Recent births reported at Murray
Annette Ward and Zetta Yates.
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25 United Ways of Kentucky
elect officers, honor volunteers

The twenty-five United Ways in
the state (United Way of Kentucky)
held their annual State Conference at
Barren River Lake State Park, March
21-22. The conference was hosted by
United Way of Southern Kentucky
(Bowling Green) and included recognition of special y,olunteers and election of officers and board members.
Three volunteers were honored
including: outgoing President. Dr.
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I his cowgirl hits the gate running after
a
F riday and Saturday at the West Kent calf Saturday night during an incollegiate'rodeo held Thursday.
ucky Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. The rodeo was sponsored hy the Murray State t niversity
Rodeo Club.
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New president named at Harvar
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Raymond R. Hornback of Lexington, George Jopli
n, South Central United
Art Walters. retired Executive Direc- Way.
Somerset; Virginia Nester,
tor, Louisville Urban League and two Franklin
County United Way, Frankterm member of United Way of fort: Rob
Reifsnyder, Metro United
Kentucky Board of Directors and Way,
Louisville: Arlie Scott, MurA.G. (Spitz) Spizzirri, of Louisville, ray/C
alloway County United Way,
Special Consultant to Metro United
Murray: Sheila Yates. Boyle County
Way.
United Way. Stanford.
Elected as offers were: President.
There were four new board memGary Bricking of Covington. Vice. bers
including:
President, Lewis Owens of LexingGeorge Gill, Metro United Way,
ton. Treasurer. Tom Schi fano of Lou- Louis
ville; Ann Oldham, Hopkins
siville: Executive Committee - At County
large. Virginia Nester of Frankfort. Gene United Way, Madisonville:
Spragens. Marion County (PoElaine Wilson of Somerset.
tential United Way), Lebanon; WarSelections for the board of Direc- ren
Vaughan. Eastern Kentucky Untors included re-election of the folited Way, Pikeville.
lowing:
The United Way of Kentucy is
Libby Alexander, Ohio Valley- United Way.Owensboro;Gary Bricking. statewide association of local United
Way
organizations.
Working
Northern Kentucky United Way. Coopera
tivel
y with United Way of
vington. Lee Gentry, Mercer Count
United Way, Harrodsburg; George America, United Way of Kentucy
provides consultation in many aspec
Hearn. United Way of the Bluegrass.
ts
of United Way functioning as well
Lexington: Ray Homback. United
as
Way of the Bluegrass, Lexington: .year-round government relations support.
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Vaughn L. Brown, Sr.

AMVETS to host
national commander
in Henry County

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
-Prices To Fit Any

d

BUCHANAN, Tn. - AMVETS
Post
#45 in Henry County will host
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP)- A
are less readily available."
AMVETS national commander
Economic Advisors, and Gerhard
Renaissance literature scholar was
Since
Casper, provost of the University Vaughn L. Brown, Sr. on Wednesnamed president of Harvard Uni- ceton, 1988, Rudenstine. of PrinNI. has been executive vice
day evening, March 27, with supof Chicago.
versity and said he will try to
president of the Andrew W. Mellon
Rudenstine was also Princeton's per served at 7 p.m.
maintain standards during tough
Foundation of New York. PreviPost 45 commander Walt Tate
affir
mative action officer and comeconomic times and make the ously.
he spent 20 years as a proes to a school that has been criti- said the post was proud to host
faculty more ethnically diverse.
fessor and administrator at Princecized for its small number of Brown, who was elected to the
Harvard on Sunday ended
ton University.
national command in August, 1990
minority faculty members.
months of speculation by announcRudenstine was elected by the
in
Atlanta. Tate noted that Post 45
Derrick Bell Jr., one of three
ing Neil L. Rudenstine's selection
Harvard Corporation, the universiis
the top post in Tennessee in
tenured black professors at Harvard
as its 26th president.
ty's seven-member executive
Law School, said last fall that 56 of membership, with many members
Rudenstine, 56. succeeds Derck
board, and the Board of Overseers,
the school's 66 faculty members from estern Kentucky as well as
C. Bok, ho has headed the a panel
of 30 Harvard and Radclifnorthwest Tennessee.
were white men. Recently a judge
355-sear -old school for two fe gradu
ates.
Brown is a four-year U.S. Navy
dismissed 'a lawsuit filed by Hardecades. Bok. 60, had announced.
The Harvard Crimson, the stu,
veter
an, enlisting three days after
vard Law students accusing the
he . Would step down in June.
dent newspaper, had reported other
the
attac
k on Pearl Harbor in 1941.
'univ
ersit
"The first thing to do is ensure finali
y of failing to hire and
sts
He has been active on national
promote women, minorities and
the quality of the institution," Harva included Philip Leder, a
rd Medical School professor
committees and served as national
homosexuals.
Rudenstine said. "That's not going
of genetics; Martin S. Feldstein, a
vice commander for programs
to be
to do because the resout- Harvard
Rudenstine attributed the prob- . _ as national finance officer. and
profe
ssor
of
econ
omic
s
:N
•ri: there in previous
tern - to dwindling numbers of stuand former chief of the Council of
AM VETS seriies American vetdents pursuing-doctoral degrees in erans of World War II.
Korea and
fields needing professors:
Vjetnam.
by Peter Goa. M.D.
[really -part of a nationwide
situation,' he said. "I think the
DEAR DR GOTT What can I do cation in one
or both breasts Based on, -long-term solution is to get more
for postnasal drip'' I'm 80 years old the patte
rn of calcium deposits. the and more people to think that
and cannot get rid of this annoying docto
r should have advised you academic life is as stimulatin
g as it
condition
whether to have follow-up mammoLOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)- The
- DEAR READER When the mucus- gram
in a few . months Ito see if the
presi
dent of a Louisville engineerA
nativ
secreting glands
e
of
Danbury, Conn.,
the back of the distribution of calcium chang
es, indi- Rudenstine gradu
ing
nose are irritated they produce extra catin
and
consulting firm has been
ated
from
Princeg an active process requiring inmucu., This causes the familiar run- vesti
named Jefferson County chairman
gation) or whether you should ton. He received a Rhodes Scholarny nose we all experience from colds proce
for Martha Wilkinson's gubernatored directly to a biopsy, to deter- ship and studied at Oxford Univerand upper respiratory infections mine
ial
campaign.
if the calcifications are part of a sity', where he received a bacheHowever. gra% it
drainage often growth
Burt
lor's
Deutsch, president of
degre
e
in English literature in
causes the t•xcess mucus to run down
Your doctor can advise you about 1959.
Schimpeler-Corradino Associates,
the back of the throat, instead of pass- furth
er testing and treatment Breast
said he intends to open a local
ing out of the nose
calcifications may be cause for conRudenstine received a Ph.D. campaign
Called .1 postnasal drip.- this dis cern,
headquarters in about
they are not related to calcifica- from Harvard in
1964. He taught two weeks and later will
order can be real nuisance because tions
elsewhere in the body
name a[
English at Harvard before moving formal organ
it leads to a sure throat and attacks of
izati
on
of
top
local
violent hacking cough Postnasal drip
to Princeton in 1968.
supporters.
To give you more information. I
is common in patients with allergies
am
In 1979 he was appointed PrinDeutgch, a former deputy county
and sinus irritation due to infection or sending you a free copy of my Health ceton provo
st. In 1988, he followed judge-executiv
Repo
rt
"Brea
st
air pollution. such .as smog. smoke.
Cancer and Disore under Harvey
Princeton President William G. Sloan
ders Other readers who would
dust and pollen
e, said he has been a friend of .
like a
Bowe
cop
n
to -the Mellon -FoUndation: Wilkinson and
-v- should send $1 25 with their
- Because pos!nasal drip is a comher husband, Gov.
addresses to PO. Box which grants up to 585 million
mon affliction: there are many over- names a
Wallace Wilkinson, since 1982 and
91369
.
Clev
and.
OH 44101-3369 Be annually for educational and
the-counter remedies for it Some of
has been a regular financial supporthe most popular drugs are Actifed. sure to Tenti )ri the title
research projects.
ter of their political causes.
Sudafed. Dimetapp and Contac Pre-

v.

Budget-

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

RC, Sundrop and Diet-Rite
•89f gert,

12 Pack Cans

$2

\-=-

2 Liter

$1.09

T.N.T. Convenience Store
Hwy. 641 N. at Hard
in

eras

DR. GOTT

-DINNER SPECIALS- lAfter 4 p.m.
3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Log
Tue. - Center Cut -Pork Chops
Wed. - I I oz. Co: Fried Steak
iScraunin
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - _ Country Ham
"Sycamore
Sat. - Fried Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 a.m.- 10 p.m
Served with Salad. Choice of Potato and Daily
.....
Our Homemade Rolls

b-rn

Wilkinson names
campaign chairman

at

a
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scription medications include Seldane. Hismanal and ornade Most of
these formulations contain antihistaMines to counteract the effects of allergiesi. most also contain decongestants ,to dry up mucus •ecretions)
Decongestants('an worsen glaucoma.
hypertension and thyroid disorders.
thus. they should be used under a doctor's supervision
If you have continuing symptoms of
postnasal drip
despite the avoidance of smoke and air pollution
and
if you have unsuccessfully tried medication, you should see an allergist
First: the specialist will try to determine the cause of your postnasal drip
Then the allergist will suggest treatment This might include reducing allergens 4such,as dust. animal dander,
feathers and certain foods), using
medicine or taking desensitization injections You don't have to suffer the
discomfort of postnasal drip, help is
available
DEAR DR GOTT 1 - m a 60-plusyear-old female ljlease differentiate
between calcification in the breasts
as opposed to calcification in other
parts of the body What treatment is
necessary
DEAR READER Deposits of calcium often appear in parts of the body
that are irritated or inflamed For example. arteriosclerosis age-related
hardening of the arteries) is marked
by calcium buildup in arterial walls
Inflamed tendons will often calcify.
leading -to limitation of motion and
sharp pain on movement
Similarly, breast tissue can become
calcified in the presenire of inflammation and tumors Based on a mammogram. radiologists can usually determine if speckled breast calcifications
are benign or are associated with malignant changes This is one powerful
advantage to periodic mammograms.
which enable physicians to discover
calcifications that cannot be felt during a breast exam
I assume from your
you had a mammogram question that
during which
the doctor discovered
areas of calcif
i-

CAllison CIPitotogfaphy

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and
supply
costs we are now only sending
out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription
order
blank to renew your paper plea
se pay no
later than the 24th of the month.
This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper fr
om going up
and insure you that your service
will not be
interrupted.

"I've Been To Allison's Photography
For My Easter Picture.'"

,•

•,

EASTER SPECIAL
1 - 8x10
2 - 5x
8 - Wallets
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JO'S DATEBOOK Social Security representative
zvill be at local library Tuesday
Jo Bur
keen
Murray Today editor

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of Amer
ican Association of Retired
Persons will meet Tuesday, March 26, at
12 noon at Majestic Royale,
Holiday Inn. Amzia Wheeler. assistant state
about "Why 1 Believe in AARP." Verlene director of AARP, will speak
Ezell
bers and interested persons to attend this . president, urges all memmeeting on Tuesday.

CCHS Conferences Tuesday

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
at Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday, March 26. from 10:3
0
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
*Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security

Parent-Teacher Conferences will be Tuesday,
March 26, from 4 to 6 p.m.
at Calloway County High School. All
parents and guardians are urged to
come during these hours and appointm
ents are not necessary, a school
spokesperson said

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights Columbus
, will be Tuesday, March
26, at 7 p.m at the new KID building onofSquir
Robertson Road and Oaks Road The doore Hale Road, between Johnny
s will open at 6 p m

iTHEATRES

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Socie will meet
Tuesday, March 26, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber ofty Comm
lead a discussion on 'An Interesting Analy erce building. Lou Farmer will
of Ourselves to Ourself and
Ore We Good Judges of OurSelf.' Follryingsis
the meeting the group will go to
Pizza Hut for a social hour and refreshmen
ts. This is a nonprofit support and
social group for all single adults whether alwa
ys single, separated. divorced
or widowed. For more information call Pame
la, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115. or Margaret
, 1-247-2249

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel Unite
d Methodist Church on
Tuesday, March 26. at 9:30 a.m. This week
ly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refre
shments.

Art Guild meeting Tuesday

Teenage Mutant
NInja Turtles II
Secret of the Ooze

A Support Group for people who'
,aye stopped srnok:ng warhave first
meeting on Wednesday, March '27.
5:30 p.m. in the board TOOM of
Murray-Cabway County Hospital Thisa:grou
p is being sponsored by Health
Promotions of the local hospital. it is open
habit or recently quit smoking. 'Thi will be to any one who has kicked the
an organizational meeting seeking the attendees input on topics sand
Health Promotions Director, at the hospimeeting dates,' said Kathie Pierce.
tal. For information call .762-1384

Alzheimer's Support Group

MHS Open House tonight
flurray
Scnoo wd have open house tonight (Mon
day) at 7 p.m for
eighth graders who will be merroers
of the 1995 graduating class at MHS.
This is held each year to give the stude
an opportunity to tour She
and talk with the teachers. Pre-registratnts
l
ion for the incoming freshmanschoo
class
1'4401 be Tuesday. March 26, at Murr
ay Middle School.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/153-0082.

Eva Wall Circle/Memorial Baptist
Church/2 p.m./church.

Bingo for Water Valley Voluntee
r
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

White Fang
(PG)

Dances of the '50s course/7:30
p.m./Woodman Building.
Info/762-4159.

\I

Mc-Callon & Maryann Cathey

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
& Your Home
Deserve It,
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Rent your moviesiat the mmies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314 :
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Executive Board/ Murray Christian Women's Club/9:35 a.m./Publk
Library Annex.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Math Contest for high school
students/e,xams 9:.30 a.m. at Faculty Hall/awards 1 p.m./Racer Arena/
MSU.
Teacher Career Day/10 a.m.-4
p.m./Curris Center/NISU.

Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.

Residence Hall Talent Sho%/8-10
p.m./Curris Center Stables/MSC/
free admission.

Calloway County Public Library
events/Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.
and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.

MERCHANDISE INCLUDING

Ladies' Bible Class/9:3 0
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

BASKETS

Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/at Uncle Joe's,
Dover, Tenn./9-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-2:30 p.m.

TO 5
0%pFtE
as

Alzheimer's Support Group/4:30
p.m./board room/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Pier 1 imports

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Communion service/8 a.m.;
WORD Program/10 a.m.; The
Gathering/6 p.m.

Closed Easter Sunday,
March 31st

The Holy Eucharist/5:20 p.m./St.
John Episcopal Church.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m., Revival luncheon/11:50 a.m.

The Murray State University Adult Learning
Center wi be closed Friday,
March 2g The staff will be attending
the
Kent
ucky
Association for Continu-ng Education Conference (KACE) in Louisville
. The center will reopen on
Vondai, Akorl I at 8 a m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Prayer

Diabetes classes
will be at center
Diabetes is the third leading
cause of death in the United States.
One type of diabetes may be present for years with the individual
unaware that he/she has it.There are several complications
associated with diabetes, including:
damage to eyes, kidneys,. nerves
and blood vessels; which Can lead
to blindness, amputations. heart
disease, and loss of feeling.
There is no cure for diabetes.
rather individuals seek to control
the disease through maintenance of
as near normal blood sugar and
blood fat levels as possible.
It is for this reason that the
Purchase District Health Deparment will be conducting a series of
diabetes education classes. The
purpose of these classes is to provide individuals with diabetes and/
or family members information
about the disease to help them better understand and control diabetes.„
These classes will be held at
Calloway County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Streets.
Murray, from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. on the following dates:
Thursday, March 28; Thursday.
April 4; Friday, April 12, Thursday, April 18; and Thursday, April
25.
Jeanne Jones, M.S., Diabetes
Program, urges any interested persons for the classes to call the local
Health Center at 753-3381.

Holy Week services
First United Methodist Church is holding
Holy Week .services
12:05
p.m. today through Friday. A light
lunch will be available follow theatservi
ce.
Speakers are the Rev. Harrell Nation, Paris,
Benton. Tuesday, the Rev. Jim Alford, Sout Tenn., Monday: Dr. Ben Boone,
Pleasant Grove, Wednesday;
Dr. Cecil Kirk, Mayfield, Thursday the Rev.h Susa
n Allsop-Atkins, Gosehn,
Friday. Holy Communion and Tene:brae
service will be Thursday at 7 p.m.

Scottish Rite Masons of West Kentucky Consi
story will observe obligatory
Maundy Thursday services on Thursday
March 28,' at 7 p.m. at Paducah
Lodge No. 127 A program and refreshm,ents
will follow Wives and guests
are invited. At 8 a m Easter morning, Marc
h
31,
lodge. All Scottish Rite masons shou atten a service will be held at the
d both services, according to
Ted Pace. For more information callld Pace
at 1-442-7529, Paducah

Landon Blake Howard born
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Howard of Rt. 7, Box 169,
ay, are the parents of
a son, Landon Blake, weighing six pounds 15 ouncMurr
es, measuring 20 inches,
born on Monday, March 18, at Murray-Calloway Coun
ty Hospital. They have
another son, Dustin, 4. The mother is the former Rond
parents are Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Howard of Murray and a Alexander GrandAlton Alexander of Mayfield. Great-grandparents are Patsy Alexander and
Mr. and Mrs Carlos
Alexander of Mayfield.

Society dinner Tuesday

•
•

•1

Murray State University Chapter of the Publi
c Relations Student Society
of America will host a dinner meeting of West
ern Kentucky Public Relations
Association on Tuesday, March 26, at
7 p.m. in Curhs Center. Association
members, public relations and media speci
s from organizations throughout West Kentucky will meet after the dinnealist
r. A program, designed by MSU
students, will introduce the Public Relat
ions Student Society of America and
the MSU Department of Journalism and
Radio/Television to association
members. The meeting will give public
relat
interact with communication professionals, ions students the opportunity to
according to Booker Watkins,
chapter president.

KIDS EAT

FREE!

.1001111
Stone-Lang Hearing Aid Center is pleased to announce
that Vicki
Oliver has successfully passed her state board exam
ination and
was granted a license to test human hearing and selec
service nearing ,instruments. She becomes the fourt t, fit, and
h licensed
professional on our staff. We invite you to visit our
Murray office
where Ms. Oliver will consult with you privately rega
rding your
hearing problem and show you the latest in hear
ing instrument
technology.

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

VALUABLE COUPON • EXPIRES 3-31-91

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

•FREE HEARING TEST
•s50.00 OFF NEW HEARING AID
Note: All hearing aids sold on 30
Day Money
Back Trial (except dispensing fee.)

STONE-LANG CO.
HEAR

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

ING AID CENTER

206 South 4th, Murray,

Willi
Carr
Th
of h
and
Greg
Padui
Mr
are ir
at M

Kindergarten registration/8:30
a.m.-4 p.mJEastwood Christian
Academy:.

Dr. William 0. Presson lecturer
p.m./Mason Hall auditorium/MSU

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce office. Info/Pamela,
753-7638. or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Center to close Friday

Scottish Rite Masons

ried
ian
Hay
TI
HoI
Hok
NI
Yorli
A vu
Thw

LBL events include Ploughing &
Field Preparation and Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Tuesday, March 26
Senior citizens' activities/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center

Senior Citizens' Board/1:30
p.m./Weaks Center.

ALL
EASTER

University Plaza
12058 Chestnut - Murray

chi
Wo
A
invi
out,
seni
gue:

Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Weaks Center.

NOW THRU SATURDAY, MARCH
30TH

Aizheimer's Support Group will rneet Tues
day, March 26. at 4:30 p.m.
board room of Murray-Calloway Coun
ty
Hospi
ested persons For an Alzheimer s informatio tal. This is open to all inter762-1100. sr Joretta Randoloph, 753-5561nal packet call Cindy Ragsdale.

Holy
Week service/7
p.m./Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.

The Holy Eucharist/5:20 p.m./St.
John Episcopal Church.

Paint & Decorating Center

20

Holy Week servicen p.m./Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church.

Desert Storm Support Group/
Apple Tree School/7 p.m. Info/
753-9356.

TE(

Murray TOPS Chapter

Smoking Support Group

Tuesday, March 26
Breakfast/7:LS a.m.; Mothers'
Morning Out/9 a.m.; Holy Week
service/12:05 p.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

9.00

Story Hours planned

TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapt
sensibly) Club, inc.. will f114,6I Tuesday. Marcer of TOPS (take off pounds
26. at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room, Giendaie .Road. Murrhay.
TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization
over 320,000 members worldwide. Its program is based on a comb.with
ion- of .group dynancs. competition, recognition and obesity research inat
or more information call 753-9303

Monday, March 25
United Way of Murray-Calloway
County/annual membership meeting and reception/7 p.m./Weaks
Center.

Murray Woman's Club/general
meeting/7 p.m./club house.

700
:

Murray Art Guild will meet Tues
March 26, at 1 p.m. at the guild at
103 North Sixth St., Murray. Patriday,
cia
and interested persons to attend. - Clark, presrdent, urges all members

'Eggs and Rabbits Go Together' will be the
theme of Story Hours on
Tuesday, March 26, at 10:30 a.m. and
Wednesday, March 27, at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m at Calloway County Publi
c Library, according to Sandy Linn.
Youth Services Director at the library. Story
Parents and Twos will be at 9.30,a.m. on Hours are for children, 3 to 8.
Tuesday and Wednesday For
-'ormation cal 753-2288

CALENDAR

number is required to get proper
Social Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine
a person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
*After a death in the family to
see if survivor benefits can be paid.
*When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
At. retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare two or three months before 65
even if there are no plans for
retirement.
*Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library
may telephone the Mayfield Social
Security office at 1-247-8095.
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Anniversary reception on Saturday Wo
odyard and Swift wedding planned

Mr. and Mrs. W.C. McKeel will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, March 30.
A reception, hosted by their
children, will be at Murray
Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are
invited beginning at 7 p.m. Only
out-of-town invitations will be
sent. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. McKeel were married April 1, 1941, at First Christian Church, Paris, Tenn. Dr. A.V.
Havens officiated.
Their attendants were Mrs. Frank
Holcomb and the late Mr.
Holcomb.
Mrs. McKee!, the former Frances
York is the daughter of the late
_Avus Clyde York and Sophia
Thweatt York Edison.
Mr. McKeel•is the son of the late
Wiltiam. Daniel McKeel •arid•Eura
Carraway McKeel.
Their three sons are Ron McKeel
of Houston, Texas, Dan McKeel
and wife, Anne, of Murray and
Greg McKeel and wife, Rita.. of
Paducah. They have six grandsons.
Mr. and Mrs. McKeel and sons
are in the farm equipment business
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Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Webber
of
Little Rock. Ark., announce
the

engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Brenda Ann
Woodyard, to Nick Allen Swift,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Swift of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Parkview High School and University of Arkansas, both in Littl
e
Rock.
She is currently employed as a
Certified Public Accountant at
KPMG Peat Marwick, Nashville,
Tenn.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Murray High School and Murray
State University, both of Murray.
He is currently employed as a
Controller at Medlnc in Nashville,
Tenn.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday, May 4, at 4
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend - the wedding.

at McKeel Equipment Company.

Brenda Ann Wodyard and
Nick Allen Swift to marry

Mr. and Mrs. W.C. McKe
e!

Rogers and Conner speak
for AAU TA7

Cub Scouts partici ate in clean-iip

ulna/

• Jane Rogers and Bettye Conner
spoke about "What Are Your Insurance Needs?" at the February meeting of Murray Branch of American
Association of.University Women
held at Sirloin Stockade.

Hostesses were Jo Cleta Williams, Ann Herron and Dr. Virginia
Slimmer.
A planning meeting was held
March 5 at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade with Paula Hulick, Margaret

Kids' recipe contest planned

Lflg

CS.

reual
Several families from Cub Scout
Pac-k 73 Southwest Calloway Elementa
ry School, participated in the
Land Between the Lakes Shoreline
Clea
visiting the Planetarium and Woodland n-up on March 2. After the clean-up the group spent the afternoon
D. Hart, Tommy Starks, Caleb Rein s Nature Center. Pictured from left, first row, Adam Scott, Everett
hardt, Glenn Timmons, Charles J.
Scott, Allen Wesley, David Timmons, John D. Taylor (visitor); Patr
ick Kilby; second row, Charles Scot
t, Randall Scott, Everett D. Hart,
Penny Starks,-Greg Taylor, Eddie
Star
and Mark Reinhardt. Not pictured ks, Charles Taylor, Kathy Timmons, Gary Taylor, Tom ,Timmons
are Jeff Joyce, Chris Joyce and
Peggy Taylor.
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YOUR HOROSCOPE
ES1)A , MARCH 26, 1991
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
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Adolescent experi▪ences
have bearing on li▪ves

by Jeane Dixon

he
rt-

_

tion you feel under wraps. Go
merry way after office hours.
Yourcareeraccomplishinents inspire
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
friends and competitors alike to recan
eultisate a. saluable alliance
double their own efforts. In October.
you will hase the Midas touch in behind closed doors today. Pris ate
money matters. BeW.are of hangers- talks prove. very enlightening. Soon as 1991 draW s to a close. You will cializing with sour colleagues is fine
so long as you do not spend too much.
he sery s ulnerable in affairs of the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
heart. Choose a romantic partner w hp
with the flow today at work. Othe
r
los es ou for what you are. Marriage
people will assist you. even finanis best postponed until early 1992
.
Next Valentine's Day should be sery clans! Cultis ate a calm manner to
offset any worries about a romantic
special.
partn
CELEBRITIES BORN ON parener. Keep in close touch with
ts.
THIS DATE: Justice Sandra Day
SCORPIO Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
O'Connor. actor James('aan. author
New financial gain are possible
Erica Jong. superstar Diana Ross.
today.; Keep business negotiations•
ARIES ( March 21 -April 19): stric
tly confidential. Make overdue
Delegate more authority now and you
chan
ges • in your work ens ironment.
w ill soon share imincreased profit:.
Romance holds seseral pleasant surA new romance is a blessing for
prises-.
someone stuck in a rut. Your optiSAGITTARIUS "(Nov. 22-Dec.
mism is justified where vocational
2h: Turbulent forces are at work: it
challenges are concerned.
woul
TAURUS ( April •20-May 2W: deci d be unwise to make a hasty
sion about a reliitionship. EmYour mind is cry stal clear today. You
know precisely. hat to begin or phasize your desire for stability.
Business people express admiration
complete. Clean up your own
for your expertise.
before playing amateur psychologist.
CAPRICORN Dec.22-Jan.-19r
Domestic affairs go extremely well.
Retain your enthusiasm for an idea:
Have fun this evening.
donu
GEMINI ( Ma) 21-June 20): To you t gise up easily. To win support. _
may hase to take people aside
ensure continued success, you may
and turn on the charm. An older perhave to make certam sac-rifices on-the "
-son offer valuable financial advice.
Job. Reopen the lines of communicaAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tion with erstwhile business associRomance looks rosy.Give loved ones
ates. It is time to forgiSe and forget.
a well
CANCER (June ,21 -July 22): Dome -deserved pat on the back.
stic tensions fade. Greater diFinancial gains can be made through
plomacy is the key to getting along
confidential channels today.Postpone
with difficult work associates.
signing contracts. You sense what
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
needs to be changed and the best wpy
Efforts to beautify your home will
to proceed. Home life begins to feel
increase its value while giving you a
right again.
sens of deep satisfaction. Face any
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): You can domeestic
problems head-on. "Playshine on the job today. Do not let silly
ing ostrich" will only add to feelings
doubts hold you back. Have patience
of tension.
with higher-ups. keeping any irrita-

ROCHESTER. N.Y. (AP) -rThe doubts about one's appearande
and the yearning for more independence that all adolescents experience make chronically ill children's
teen years a special challenge, says
DL David. Siegel. a-pediatrician at
the University of Rochester's
School of Medicine and Dentistry.
The delays in maturation or visible disabilities that some ill children have can intensify feelings of
inadequacy about the...body, he.
says.
Also, sick adolescents may realize with bitterness they will never
achieve the same independence that
their healthier peers can. They may
always need their parents or others
to administer therapy, or help with
transportation, for example.

New Toshiba
BD-3910...
The Capable
Compact!
• Zoorn Reduction and
Enlargement'
• Space-Saving Front-Load
Cassette'
• Complete Edge-lo-dge Copying'
• Statement, Letter, Ledger. and
Computer Size Copying'
• Stationary Platen'
• And More plus
optional Sorter
and Color Copying'
Get more copying capability
in 33% less space'

NEW YORK (AP) — Riviana
Foods, maker of Success Rice, is
"calling, all kids" to enter its
'Kids' Recipes for Success"
recipe contest. The recipes will be
"kid-tested" by a panel of children
from 6 to 12 years of age.
The winning recipes will be published in a 50-page cookbook,
designed_ for children The cookbook will feature easy-to-make
cipes for breakfasts, lunches,
snacks and dinners. Each recipe
will ,be coded to indicate the
--411100111 of adult supervis
ion
needed.
—The" tOokbook will also feature
crafts, an easy-to-read glossary and
kitchen cleanup hints. Riviana
Foods says that for every -Kids in
the kitchen" cookbook sold, 11
dollar will be donated to the March
of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation.
To enter, sub it your original
recipes or craft ideas on al- by
5-inch index yard. Include -the
name of the ecipe, ingredients,
cooking instructions and the quantity served..Also include the child's
name, ,age, grade, address, telephone number and parents' names.
Entries should be typed or printed and mailed to "Kids' Recipes
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EVERY MONDAY:

8 oz. Top Sirloin Only $495
Lasagna Dinner

EVERY TUESDAY:

Spaghetti Dinner
Veal Parmesan

0
A

'

A

$53295

95
0

495
EVERY WEDNESDAY: ShOur Famous Grilled Chicken $$3
95

A

EVERY THURSDAY: 14 oz. T-Bone

A

rimp Basket

A

10 oz. N.Y. Strip

Our Steaks At. Rugs
0.11.O.A. Choicer

s'C's

Fashions B Models From
The Susie 0 Shoppe

0

A

A
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MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYA
LE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

4-44.40-9p.oriumar.47- ,. • . .--.7.474% ....
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•Bed Dressing'.
'Landscaping r arr.•Lie:p You Prepare
Ti
For Appointment

OUR DAILY SUPER SPECIALS!

118 N. 7th St. Nlayl
ield, k.
1400-633-7296 Inside Ky.
1-800-8.58-0492 Outside
K.

ritc•t: *6
6*
,41 • .
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Excellent Dinen4

-. •. s
•

Cohoon R.E Ann '.'3•:rns
Expertenced In Helping You Ch ,,,,e
•Wallcoyering n-n
•Pamt
•Window Treatm.:
•Accessones.:,e,oi-. :•Furniture
.

Recommended hs Buyers
Lab

• ••
'

•-

your
•Flooreovenn

Thursday Fashion Show
12 Noon

.••••••••••
• •

•

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!

TOSHIBA

(To order a resised and updated copy
of leane Dixon's best-selling book.
"Yesterday.Today and Former
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place
in God's Plan." send S8.95 plus
Si passage and handling to
Dixon. Andrews and Ms Meel P0
Box 419150. Kansas Coq. Mo (14141
. Mike civet-811,0.W to Andrews
and Ma Meet

• •
- •••

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATIN
-

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE
• MAJESTIC ROYALE /

You can now get .1 per4,41411Ied 41.11I. horosc
\
ope from /cane Dixon based on
your own birth date It costs
only t4i cents per minute Call 9t61.92031.77/
48

•
•-

Carol McManamay
recent bride of
.Lee Yuill
has made her
gift selections from
Pier Is
Bridal Registry

SC.TVng

The Murray Branch 31 1:( nor:ar
the top 10 senior gir:s i schojasiic
standing from Ciiii0s4
High School and Murray 1.1:;o}
School.on Tuesday. Marct• 2 .
p.m. .at Calloway.
Library. Dr. Cathy C11,-slc,...•!-.,•,r
be the .guest speaker.
Hostesses will he Mrs.
Mrs. Terhune and Mr's.

0

TODAY'S CHILDREN are creative,open
-minded and thorough.Imaginary playmates are very real to these fant
parents will accept this. Although these Arieasy-loving youngsters. and wise
s will balk at being thrust into the
limelight when young, they often seek
the
spotlight as adults. They make
wonderful actors, writers and lecturers.
Aries like to have everything in writing.With their keen eye for detail. these

•

for Success, Box 2636, Hous
ton,
Texas 77252. All entries must be
postmarked no later than May 27,
1991. You may enter as many
times as you like.
Entrants of winning rdcipes will
be notified by mail, and will
receive a S50 United States Savings Bond for each recipe or craf
used in the cookbook. Recipes ss
not be returned.

Tertiline and lane Rogers
as hostesses.
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Racing to Indianapolis

SPORTS
the 1991 Final Four

Is UNLV the best team ever?
SEATTLE (AP)-

UNLV's Jerry Tarkanian isn't quite ready to call his
top-ranked and
undefeated Runnin' Rebels one of the greate
st teams in college basketball history.'
But he might be ready to talk if the favored
Rebels win their second consecutive NCAA
championship at the Final Four in Indianapolis
.
"People are comparing us to the other great teams
of all time." he said: "Well, we don't
have a Lew Alcindor or Bill Walton that UCLA
had on their great teams. But I don't think
those teams played with the degree of intens
ity that our team plays with.Tarkanian and his players returned to Las
Vegas with a 45-game win streak following
their 77-65 victory over Seton Hall in the West
Regional championship game on Saturday:.
The Rebels (34-0) were at their intensive
best.
(Cont'd to page 9)

UNC ready for first since 1982
EAST RUTHERFORD,

N.J. (API - Dean Smith and North Carolina
are finally going
back to the Final Four, thanks to some luck.
a wealth of talent and a little bit of an old
offense that is Tar Heel tradition.
Smith and the Tar Heels earned their first Final
Four berth since 1982 by getting four
clutch free throws from King Rice in the last
22.9 seconds to defeat Temple 75-72 in the
NA East Regional Final Sunday.
"I'm very. excited." said Rice. the senior point
guard who had just one turnover in the
two games at the Brendan Byrne Arena. "You
have to be lucky. I would have given everything to go to the Final Four. That's all that
really matters.'
Getting there was a struggle and a half.
(Cont'd to page 9)

Ac
SPORTS
WRITER
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SPRINGFIE
24 points a
ond NCAA
79.72 v.ctio
North Aabt
1979, finish
26
was
tnent's most
1 7 rebound
NEW YORK
and Texas
year's NCA,
the 1991 pr.
rnent Theo
are PLIsba
Rounding 0,
Ball Stale, B
V041), James
Washington

Jim LITKE
Associated Press

Roy Williams looks in the
mirror plenty of mornings and
pretends it is Dean Smith that
is looking back. He is going to
be in for one hell of a shock
come Saturday.
After beating Arkansas to
claim the biggest win of his
brief coaching career, you knew'
what
the first words out WilCHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP)- It won't be just any old
student-teacher reunion at the Final
liams' mouth were going to be:
PONTIAC. Mich':(AP)- Bobby Hurle
Four when Dean Smith and Roy Williams shake
y. wretched and retching in last year's Final
hands.
-Every success that Roy Wilis ready to show America what a
Four.
Williams, the Kansas head coach and former assist
healthy Hurley can do.
ant to Smith at North Carolina. will be
liams
has had," he said, "is
And
the
in Indianapolis trying to win the national championsh
Duke Blue Devils, who have set standards
ip. Kansas hasn't won it since 1988:
for NCAA tournament excellence because of Dean Smith."
and Final Four failure - are ready to
Smith hasn't even returned to the Final Four since
show America's best team what they
the Tar Heels took the title in 1982.
There is always sadness when
can do with a
poised. prepared and peppy point
"I was really nervous at the end because I know how
guard.
hard that coaching staff has worka student tries to surpass his
"Last year Bobby wasn't there for us
ed," Williams said of Smith as he watched the last minut
and. that really hurt," Duke's Brian
es of the Temple-North Carolina
master, but that is the lot that
Davis said.
"This year. he's always been there
game in the NCAA East Regionals.
.and he's very excited about having
has
fallen to Williams. Because
anoth
er
agains
chanc
t
UNLV
e
. He's a better player and he proved
"Coach Smith has forgotten more basketball than I'll
that (Sunday). Bobby had the best game
ever know and has more knowafter overrunning Indiana and
of his career...
ledge in the little finger on his hand than I'll ever have.
Still, playing them is going to he
Arkansas in the Southeast regHurley led Duke in points i20), rebounds
(Coned to page 9)
(seven), assists (four) and steals (four
ional, the next obstacle in Kan) and
(Coned to page 9)
_ sasi .improbable run -through- the.
•N`ltt
NCAA tournament is North
it•
• 1.it
re
•
Carolina.
Cy,
Every assistant coach owes
r-,
„t
his mentor something. But it
6 ;
would be impossible to total the
psychic debt Williams rang up
during. 10 years at -Smith's right
elbow
' on the North Carolina
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) bench
. Stories abound, but this
,..Staff. Report
There is another candle shining
Murray L.dgs & Times Sports
brightly on Laurel County's victory one is perhaps the most telling:
For eight of those years. Wilcake.
The OVC opening-series was a
liams
rose at 5 a.m. every SunThe Lady Cardinals captured the
windfall for the Murray State
fifth Girls State Tournament day' of the basketball season
Thoroughbreds.
championship in the school's his- and made a 500-mile circuit to
The •Breds swept a three-game
tory Saturday' night by defeating stations in Raleigh and Ashevilset with Morehead State this
Clark County 33-31 before 5.265 le to deliver videotapes of
weekend, to jump out to a 3-0 mark
fans in Farnham Dudgeon Civic Smith's TV show'. And never
in league play and surpass last
once complained.
Center.
year's league win total of two.
Smith got him the job at
Laurel County. the most
Murray did it with three solid
Kansa
s in 1989 after the Jayrespected girls' program in the
pitching performances from.starters
state with titles in the 1970s. 1980s hawks' sudden abandonment by
Kirk Rueter, Kent Wallace and
and now the 1990s. came into the Larry Brown, Whose legacy was
Rick Grogan. All three tossed comSweet 16 unranked and not both the national championship
plete games, and combined to
expected to carry home the champ- from the season before and the
allow jnst six earned runs in 25
NCAA probation for the season
ionship trophy.
innings. ,
"Everything past the region was that followed. Grateful for the
"It certainly was the way we
cake." said Laurel County guard opportunity. Williams approached
wanted to start." Thoroughbred
Stacey Reed, voted, the tourney's work each day the way he imacoach Johnny Reagan said. "You
Most Valuable Player. "There was gined "Coach Smith" - he is
can: ask for anything more than
More_ .pressure -on- us -to win- --the- never referred to,
games. They stayed
(12th) region. Now our candles are "Dean". or -Sinith" - would
aheat
:ne 'n;:ters, and we're
have.
litn•
:nayd defense right
Laurel County (33-5) had the
It went much deeper than
lowest winning score in a title killing-,floor practices and coats
Murray State's Paolo Casanosa returns a sere from Memp
F..
thrid game on
game in the tournament's history and ties on the road. From the
his state's Olin Hammerstadt during Saturda., action at the Purcell Courts. Casannva was
•17.•:17.&
" out 12 as the big
while Clark County recorded the outset, Williams' X's and Q's
a 6-3. 6-4 winner fnr the Racers at No. 1.
w as a 5-1 winner. Mean 'lowest losing score in a final:
Were easily Aecipherable -- as
man Bobby Schoen
Stephanie Collett madvone free
Smith's. .The insistence on devethe plate, and Jason
throw with 11 seconds left for a loping a 'deep rotation. - The
cen.i..n.aet his torried hitting
31 27 Laurel -County lead, and
relentless man-to-man defense.
Ann nwo nnn.
a key RBI
after
The
Clark
intricate cuts, the quick
,
Count
y's
Maish
a
ThoStaff Report
,ingle in .n.e fourth.
mas made One two seconds later, passes,. the intolerable waiting
4
rr•y
...edge
r
&
Vne
Times
Sports
On Sunday. Wal:ace claimed his
Joy Steele sank two free throws for al); this precision to provide
C-' :).1:•iarj
the I5(X) for
1:
first victory as a 'Bred as the transwith six seconds on the clock to an opening worth exploiting --Rau cN.
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402.
36.
hile
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fer frOm SIU was a 6-4 winner.
seal the Victory'.
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l
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while Haner .drove in two- to pace
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the 'Breds attack.
.11 N
2
won the
all didn't always sit well with
quarternandsold shooting the entire
_ phis State- in their home opener at
nln the nightcap'. Rick Grogan
Ann Snenon B n. rrnss, contest.
`)the locals: The Jay:hawks'
I the Purcell Courns Saturday 'morn- . winne
r over
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tradition, after all, was one of
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ing. The contest was a singles-only
3. !stIke H.
2-0 in a 5-2 victory. with second
S,.
4-1
the most stoned in all of colsconng, getting on the scoreboard
match.
4-6. 6-3. 6-4
baseman Eric Graser homering for
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N
4
with five , minutes left in the first lege basketball and nothing to
nVs'e've got a young team and
`r'arnr(ii.gh
the 'Breds and centerfieldk-nr Danny
M.,Kev Sisangs and Efarew••17
quarter on Steele's two free throws. sneeze at. But Williams; never
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Alfeldt knocking out three hitS for petiti
.7 :rirce
4s4i
.: • - 7
wIth a 3:20.77.
Laurel County made four of nine disguised his loyalties.
on and all of it has been on
A•
Murray.
7
"I'm my own man." he once
shots while Clark County missed
the road.- Purce1i said. "There
men*
s:de. a schoolthrde
The No. 3 hitter Haner is hitting were
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red the critics, "but I
four
shots
a couple of matches we could
and
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.
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five times in the first eight don't mind admitting that there
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are times I ask myself what he
ed."
a 44-8 mark. minutes. Laurel County led 11-0 at
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end
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Actions & Reactions
BASKETBALL
SPRINGFIELD Mass - T red Stafford
24 points as North Alabama captured scored
and NCAA Division II championship its sec
with a
79-72 victory over Brclgeport on Saturday
North Aiabama, which also won the tale in
1979, finished with a 24-9 record Bridgepo
rt
26-8) was led by Lambert Shell, the lournament's most valuable player, with 21 points
and
1 7 rebounds
NEW YORK - Georgia Tech, Oklahom
a State
and Texas are among six teams from
this
year's NCAA tournament that will compete
in
the 1991 preseason National Invitation
Tournament The otner three NCAA tournament teams
are Pittsburgh. Purdue arid Florida
State
Rounding out the 16-team fieki are Kentucky
,
Ball State, Bose State, Colorado State,
Evansville, James Madison, Manhattan Monmouth
Washington and West Virginia

WOMEN
Connecticut earned a trip to the Final Four next
weekend in New Orleans with a 80-57 victory
over Clemson on 'Saturday in Philadelphia to
capture the NCAA East Fiegonal title Conroe
'cut will face No 2 Virginia (30-2) in a semifinal
game Saturday The Cavaliers beat No 24
Lamar 85-70 for the Midwest tale. Defending
NCAA charnPOn Stanford 126-5) will face No 4
Tennessee f 28-5) in the other semifinal game
Tennessee which won the Mideast at home by
oeating SEC rival Auburn 69-65. will be in the
Final Four for the fifth time in the last six years
and seventh in the tournament's 10-year history Stanford 126-5) had to overcome a poorShooting first half and a 10 point deficit midway
inrough the second before beating No 3 Georgia 75-67 for the West title at las Vegas:
CAPE GIRARDEAU Mo - Sophomore Jody
Buck scored '9 ports Saturday as North Dakota State beat Southeast Missoun State 81-74 in
the NCAA women s Division II Championship
Noon Dakota State (31 21 snot 59 percent in
the second half and 54 percent overall Southeast Missouri State t31-4) had won 21 consecutive games comng n to the f-na

the

GOLF

ght

NEW ORLEANS - Ian Woosnath defeated
Jim Ha at on !he second 'Iola of a suddenoeatri playoff to capture P's •rst, PGA Tour tile
in.the USF&G Classic Hailer Dew a three stoke lead, then came from f. ve strokes back
He capped the revival with a 4-foot Ordie putt
on the 1,nal Noe to gain a snare of the iead and
ferce-the.afayou- -Woosnam finished v, Ts. a 67
and flafet snot a 70 for •3-under 275 totals pr
the 7,116-yard English Turn Golf 6 Country
Club course
INDIAN WELLS. Calif - Chi Cni Rodriguez
made a 1 5-toot bindie Pun frOrm lust off the
green on ttie final hcve for a round of 3-undo'pa' 69 and a one stroke victory in the. Vintage
Ineatonal
PHOENIX - Dan13,.e Ar,-ac.c.apare captured
her first LPGA
shoo ng a 4-under-par 69
for a two-stroke margin over Barb Bunkowsk.
and Meg Ma ion -n the Standard Register tournament Ammaccapane firtshed at 9-under
283

in,o

as

UNC...

PRO HOCKEY
NEW YORK - After eight straight losses, New
York Ranger coach Roger Neilson was willing
to try anything - even if it meant
breaking up
his season-long goaltending rotation pan So
for the first time this season, Mike Richter
started for the second Straight game It didn't
matter that he had given up seven goals
in a
7-4 loss to the Philadelphia Flyers the previous
day When you lose eight in a now, you
have to
do as many different things as you can," Neilson sad after a 3-1 victory over the New
York
Islanders on Sunday night This was a desperate Situation" The eight-game losing
streak
was the Rangers' third longest in club
Surpassed only by the 10 straight in history,
1961-82
and club-record 11 straight in 1943-44
The
Rangers also lost eight straight in 1987-88
•In other NHL games, rt was Chicago
5, Minnesota 4, Buffalo 6, Philadelphia 2, Boston
Washington 3, and Los Angeles 4, Edmonton 3,
3
in overtime

WLAF
BARCELONA, Spain - The European report
card for the first weekend of the World League of
Arhencan Football reads like that of a typical firstgrader Good ideas Shows potential Needs
improvement From a crowd of 23,169 on a crystal clear Saturday night in Frankfurt, Germany, to
a drenched assemblage of 19,223 in Barcelona,
the one consistent thing about the WLAF was its
'fans - loud, gung-ho arid ready to learn They
gave a standing ovation to fireworks and cheerleaders as the London Monarchs defeated the
Frankfurt Galaxy 24-11 in Saturday's debut of the
10-team league They ignored torrential rain to
chant fight songs and wave Catalonian flags in
Barcelona as the Dragons defeated the New
York -New Jersey Knights 19-7 in pro football'
s
first trans-Atlantic game on Sunday
•in the United States, nearly 53,000 lani
watched Montreal's 20-5 victory at Birmingham,
Ali , Saturday night The fans saw Birmingham
enter as third professional league, following the
World Football League and the United Stales
Football League Kevin Sweeney passed for a
touchdown, Elroy Harris ran for one and Bjorn
Nittmo kicked two field goals for the Machine In
Sacramento, Calif , Paul Frazier's 1 -yard touchdown with 3.47 left in the fourth Quarter :propelled
the Surge to a 9-3 victory over the RaleighDurnam Skyhawks.

AUTO RACING

PRO BASKETBALL

(Cont'd from page 8)
fun in a lot of ways. During the
game I won't look at it any differently than any other game I've
ever coached, and 1 sincerely.mean
• that." "
It might not be different to those
peccle who know Kansas. But people who know both Kansas and
North Carolina might think the
only difference between the two.
schools will be the uniform colors.
In fact, it was suggested to Smith
that the Jayhawks run his offense
better than -he does.
'Yeah, that really bugs rne.••
Smith said after the Tar Heels' had
beaten Temple 75-72 for ,the
NCAA East Regional title. "My.
. junior varsity runs it better than our
varsity does. Assistant coach Randy Wicl, Eddie Fogler at Vanderbilt, I've got to get them all back to
help us execute,''
Against Arkansas„-the Jayhawks
showed the Razorbacks what
they'll be missing by not getting to
play the Tar Heels. But it took

:C

time.
Arkansas (34-4) took a 17-6
advantage just six minutes in, but
the Jayhawks went on to take a
29-27 lead 10 minutes later. The
Razorbacks ran off again, this time
a a 15-0 gallop to take a 47-35
halftime lead.
In the second half, it was the
Kansas bursts that reversed their
fortunes. Those runs were spearheaded by Alonzo Jamison, a role
player who. grabbed the spotlight
and scored a career-high 26 points.
"I think when we scored eight
quick points at the start of the second half, they gave us some
respect," said Jamison, repeating
the word that Kansas had harped
on throughout the tournament.
some

"I always want the ball when
the game is one the line," said
Rice, who had hit 43 of his last 55
free throws coming into the game.
"I'm comfortable taking those
shots. I'm a good foul shooter. I
knew I would make them."
Temple coach John Chaney had
no doubts who he wanted shooting
the final shot for the Owls. The
ball went to Macon, the senior
guard was voted the regional's
most outstanding player with 57
points in two games.
Macon got the inbounds pass,
made a spin move at midcoun,
dribbled about two more times and
let fly with a 25-footer, about 2
feet beyond NBA 3-point range.
"I thought it was good," said
Macon, who hit 12 of 23 from the
field, including 4 of 9 from 3-point
range. "But that's the way I think.
It went off the front of the rim. It
just didn't go in."

(Cont'd from page 8)
day's national semifinals in Indiacommitted only' one turnover in 36 napolis shouldn't be considered
minutes in a 78-61 victory over St. miraculous.
John's for the Midwest Regional
"We're hitting our peak," he
championship.
said. "All we can ask for is a great
The sixth-ranked Blue Devils performance out of ourselves. We
(30-7) are back in the Final Four can't ask for miracles and I don't
for the fourth straight season, earn- think we need them. We can't ask
ing another shot at top-ranked and
Vegas to lie down and die for us.
unbeaten UNLV — which
We have to go out and beat them.embarrassed Duke 103-73 in last
Getting to Indianapolis was the
year's title game.
easy part. The Blue Devils beat
their four regional opponents by an
Hurley, then a flu-stricken freshaverage of 18.8 points. Their smalman, scored only two points in that
lest margin of victory was 14
game. Now' one of the nation's suppoints:
er sophomores, he's - hoping to
Duke is only the third team to
make UNLV sick.
"Last year, I was overwhelmed. make four straight Final Four
I couldn't swallow much. I was appearances, joining UCLA (11)
taking medication that inflamed my straight from 1967-76) and Cincinnati (five, 1959-63).
stomach," Hurley said.
It will be the fifth Final Four trip
"I'm in much better shape this
in six years and ninth overall for
year. I'm not rundown. I took care
of myself. I've been to the Final Duke, -Which is 24-5 in the last six
Four. Now I want to go out and
NCAA tournaments. But the Blue
Devils are still seeking their first
win it.—
Davis, one of Duke's leaders, title, and no team has been there as
said a victory over UNLV in Satur- many times without winning.

TRANSACTIONS

Kansas...

Conference.
All the big points came from the
starting five. Rick Fox and Hubert
Davis had 19 apiece, Rice added 10
and George Lynch had six of his
10 in the final 7:33 when Temple
four times pulled within three
points and then got to 73-72 on
Macon's fourth 3-pointer with 9.5
seconds to play.
Temple called time out after the
play and fouled Rice after the
inbounds pass with eight seconds
to play.

Tuesday.
'I think we're a little tired,''
Tarkanian said.
In Seattle, UNLV's players postponed their victory celebration.
The Rebels didn't cut down the
Kingdome nets after their victory'
over Seton Hall.
"It's not that we're not
excited," UNLV's Greg Anthony
said. "But we're not a bunch of
12-year-old kids who have to run
into the stands and hug our
mothers."
"We just didn't want to reach
the Final Four," added Stacey
Augmon. "We want to win it."
The Rebels used an early'
second -half spurt to eliminate the
Pirates (25-9). UNLV is attempting
to become the first team since
UCLA in 1973 to capture consecutive NCAA titles and the first to do
it with an undefeated record since
Indiana in 1976.

•

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Like

.„

•

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington Illinois

a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
itlannewsla
Toronto

Pro hockey

26 36 14 66 244 2
23 44 10 56 234 30
Smyth* Division
z-Los Angeles
44 23 10 98 329 244
:
n:
Edanmogn
WALES CONFERENCE
IgLryloaplayati berm
44 25 7 95 323 248
Patrick Division
35 16 5 75 256 258
W L T ets GF GA Vancouver
27 42 9 63 238 106
x.Pittstk.,;
39 32 5 83 325 290 *mop
26
41 it 51 25f_ 2'9
NY Rar;e,s
35 30 12 82 263 253
Washington
y -doinC11•0,
adoio :v;S•
:
of VIke
35 34 7 77 247 249 p,v
RaNem 4
New Jersey
31 31 14 76 263 251
Saturday's Gem.*
33 35 9 75 247 257
NY Slanders
23 44 13 56 215 282 Boston 6 Buffalo 3
Chicago 7 fkttsburgn 5
Adams Division
y BOSTV,
42 23 12 96 282 252 Los Angeee 8 Calgary 4
.Montreal
St
Lours
NY Islanders 2
37 29 11 85 265 240
1-Buftalo
29 30 17 75 274 265 Quebec 7 Hartford 3
Hatord
31 35 IC 72 225 257 Winnipeg 3 Edmonton 0
1.6..9061.0
15 411 13 43 22' 338 New Jersey 3 Montreal 3 Se
Toronto 4 Detroit I
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
Sunday.
W I T Pts GF GA Boston 3 Washington 3 so
CNC190
47 22 7 101 27' 203 Buffalo 6 Pholadoblva 2
St Lou.
43 22 It 97 295 243
7.06•oo,•
'N RanS
o gsirs
h.'
3"6°I
N Ya 4
33 36 8 74 262 281 CN'ag
Islanders
LOS Angeles • Edmonton 3 OT1
•

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

!HERE:5 the PITCH
Murray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1991 Baseball
Registration
Leagues:
T-Ball
Park League
Kentucky League
Little League
Pony League
Colt League
Senior Babe Ruth

'

Ages 5-6
Ages 7-8
Ages 9-10
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

11-12
13-14
15-16
16-18

Late Registration
Wednesday, March 27
3:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.
at:

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
'1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

UNLV...
(Coned from page 8)
On Sunday, UNLV found out it
will meet No. 6 Duke (30-7) in the
NCAA semifinals next Saturday.
UNLV routed Duke 103-73 for the
national championship last year in
Denver, the largest victory margin
in the history of the NCAA title
game.
If UNLV beats Duke for the second year in a row in the Final Four,
it will take on the winner of the
other semifinal game between No.
4 North Carolina and No. 12 Kansas next Monday for the
championship.
Tarkanian said Sunday that he
wasn't taking anything for granted.
"I feel just about every time we
take the court that somebody can
beat us if we don't play well." he
said.
Tarkanian gave his players Sunday off and he said he would give
them Monday off, too, before
beginning Final Four practices

PAGE 9

SCOREBOARD

Duke...

BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-Agreed to tenni with Donn
Pail, catcher on a multryear contract Optioned Grady
SAO PAULO, Brazil - Wood cnampion Ayrtor
Hai Filch Scheid and Jerry KutZkv ritche•e, Cesar
Serra of Brazil battled rar, a broken gearbox
Bernhardt infielder Man Stark. catcher and Derek Lee
and a challenge from R ccaroo Patrese to cap
outfielder to Vancouver of trie Paafic Coast League
t.Jre the Brazilian Grand Pnx On Sunday Se,
Sent Greg Penscrais pitcher Clemente Alvarez and Kurt
Brown catthers Bobby Meacham and Ron *peon
na, in a McLaren-Honda V12 posted tt s 28th
infiediks
and Grano Hat outfielder to Mar minor
career Grand Pm vctory by 2 99 seconds over
*ague camp for reassignment Offered Brian Harrison
Patrese of Italy, wno was driving a WilAarnspacker back to the Montreal Enver/sr having darned
Renault Tne victory gave Serna 20 points and
trim Ivry, the Expos in the maw league draft in
a said lead in the wond drivers' championship
Decanter
racer atsomvoyeachire riot setbncf-ofice-or-MeNEW NOW YANKEES--Cosioned Jeff Johnson and
Wade Taylor pitchers and Pat Kok second baseman
a - me drivers' list for v clories, ahead o' tne
to Columbus cite* International League Sent Scon
ref red Jacka Stewart of Scotland and •ra rg
Kamtecethi Cache( to than minor league camp for
any kart Prost, with 44
nessagnment
BARBER VILLE, Fla
- Kenny Wallace
National League
ernerged from his older brother Rusty's shadow
CINCINNATI REDS-Sent Rodney Imes and Luis
Sunday, w nning 'ne Spring 200 Grand National
Vasquez ;ocher, Fcxkly 13enavidee, infielder and
stock car race at Volusia Speedway 'or s f'
- Rogge Sanders, outfielder to then minotleague csmo
for reasagnment
career NASCAR victory Wallace, who started
.LOS AfiTGELES DODGERS-Waned Mickey Hatcher
13th. took Me lead n his Pontiac Grand Prx on
infielder for the-ourpose ofgrving Cm nis unconditional
ifie 74th lap and drove the last 126 virtua ly
retries* Optioned Dave Hansen, Enc Karim Greg
UnCria.lenged en route to a 5.41 -second
Sons18 infielders Cana Hernandez. carnet John Wet1...riumpn
over Tommy Houston He also boosted his W r
island ;ocher and Henry Rodnouez. catflolOole
eAlt•iiStOn Cup Grand Na,s1ra 30 "IS to,a *0 a
quorque of the Pacific Coast League
114WREAL EXPOS-Sem Brian Harnson pitcher
cirCuit-dest 136
outright to Intkanapols of Ms Arrencan Assoaation
HOCKEY
.
Notional Hockey League
NEW YORK ISLANDERS-Recalled Mark Fitzpatrick
goal., from Capital District of the Amencan Hockey
INGLEVV000 ualif - Magic Johnson, who
League
NEW YORK RANGERS-Recalted Corey Millen censat out, the Los Angeles Lasers' last game with
ter and Jen Bloemberg dekoseman foOn1 Bonoramto
tendril's in both knees, trade the most of the
G
o• the American Hockey League
extra rest He scored 14 of his 33 points in the
COLLEGE
Third quarter Sunday night and added II
REGIS--Named Larry Hocinns men s asastant socass.sts as Los A-fie,e5 be 'tie Seattle su per.
cer coact

le

(Cont'd from page 8)
Every time top-seeded North Carolina (29-5) seemed ready to clear
that final hurdle against Temple,
the Owls (24-10) came back, riding
a 31-point performance by senior
guard Mark Macon.
That's the same Macon who
three years ago made only 6 of 29
shots from the field in Temple's
63-53 loss to Duke in the regional
final here. Sunday, he was hitting
nothing but net.
Macon had a final chance to put
a roadblock in the Tar Heels' way
to Indianapolis and a national semifinal showdown with Kansas (26-7)
on Saturday. -But his 25-footer that
looked good all the way bounced
off the front of the rim with about
two seconds to play and rolled
away.
"I'm very pleased for the
seniors,- said Smith, who used a
form of the famed four-corner
offense in the closing minutes to
help take North Carolina to the
Final Four for the eighth time in
his career and set up a game
against former assistant coach Roy
Williams. "To make the Final
Four, you have to be very good and
very lucky. This year we've been
lucky."
The Tar Heels also are good and
deep. The Atlantic Coast Conference tournament champions have
been playing 11 men regularly, and
eight contributed points against
Temple of the Atlantic 10

Sonics 113-96 Johnson. who missed
hriday
night's home loss to Milwaukee, had a 3-pointer, two free throws and a dunk during
a 14-4
run to extend the Leiters' eight -point
lead to 74-56 midway through the third halftime
quarter
Magic iust took care of business
tonight,"
Seattle coach K C Jones said ''He
was
leading
the break, passing and reboundi
ng
playing like that, the Lake's are When he is
hard to stop
He rested a couple of clays, came
in and did
lust what he always does He
took over the
game'
•In other garnes Sunday,
it was San Antonio
85, Detroit 78 arid Portland 1 1 7,
Charlotte 102
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Hardware

Avoilobl• At Porticipoiing
Ace Hoide.ofe Stores

MARCH 91

ACE
BEST
BUYS

Laundry Basket
Heavy duty plastic w.th tecInny,olqr
deign hold the heaviest loads with
out sagging or buckling I ,, bushel
copori•v ii ossorind -0Iors

SUNSHINE
MAKERS

Simple Green
lel
•
' ; pose cleonei do r-sl
the v,-)rly 'y ri get 33`.,lice InrjudeS
-trigger Sp•O ye. 32 or biodegrad
Oble coi.c.entrote

Mr. Goodwrench
Spring Air Condition
Special

All-Purpose Broom

A, Ad.4..I.snd

This le- heavy-duty tndoor/auldoor
broom can handle the largest lobs
Bull to lost with metal luppoo brace,
4" solid fill, 60" hardwood handle

Nt-..onol 1 V

Includes check for leaks, tighten
belt and fill with up to 2 lbs. of
freon.

••

Ace Clamp Lamp
4

Add light when ond whenG you need
if Great for garage, olfic or basement 150 wort bulb

Fred P. Stalls
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
759-1909

•

ks
••
GAL
WHOlf SIJP?tifs LAST

‘14°°°1441Eti'S
riB°111
11E1111E14E°
10
S

As Ad....Pd
On

No.,0.,0 lv

?LO

1131 SfelES
15756 67.88 89 90 91

15859 62 65

Ace 5 Star Flat
Latex Wall Paint
One coot coverage at one low
price Spot resistant ond washable
finish Custom colors higher

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Office Omaha, NE
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FARM/AGRICULTURE

r

-

FmHA launching
new credit program
to provide incentive
for loan lenders

Studies reveal rural health
care doesn't measure up
9y DON KENDALL
AP

Farm Writer/

WASHINGTON (AP) — Year after year. studies show rural health care
• poor and doesn't begin to measure up to metropolitan hospitAl and doeservices.
The latest report, issued earlier this month by the independent Center
n Budget and Policy Priorities. said:
- Rural Americans. especially poor rural -Americans. are more
likely
-Ian people in urban areas both to have difficulty finding health
care seri:es they can -afford and to describe themselves as being in fair or
poor
:ea :th .• •
Such findings are hardly new
A t-1'3 Agriculture Department st11.11 concluded that rural residents
:ravel longer distances to obtain health care: emergency health serices arc more deficient; Aork-related injury rates are higher:
and a corn:chenstve approach to health care delivery often is not present::
The 193 report added that rural poverty as a root problem. that poor
...iTrihies "often cannot pay for medical care nor for the means of transortation to reach that care.'
The newest study said that relatively fewer rural families have health
-,surance than their urban counterparts and that a higher percent of the
1-2.erly poor lack Medicaid coYerage.
Rural states can also be more re::rictlye in setting Medicaid benefits
For example, the report said. ,sledicaid income limits for the e,'.0711
r".11e been set at or above the poverty line I", e :. ;17: Of
hut fall belovs. :he poverty line in

•

.:.....1.)caLes of better Ftira; flet'. care. Inc!.e.ing the Wa.17.'
,:rlier,•want•mort federal..ed poured into programs th(if
f... hues upgrade serYldes. Larger anti-poverts c••- :•:,

d•

:ne General Accounting Office :ast y Car •.: :hat most fa:led .. • went out of business bccause their op,rd:•s:-..;:er than . from .inadequate feder... sdhsld
c.are Was not a M,1:Or factor ;:071-- -:
•f.
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FmHA offering
loans to drought
stricken farmers

' r"
K:,

Life

li•-a1th

Home

_Bus-int
A trart.;:. •
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..

.

753-0632

Fain

Feb,. 28. 1991. nine
4signated
d disaster areas. Eligible
:armers may qualify for
7,1 loans due to
,
,ses caused by
cond.:.,:ns which
77. lt.7C 1. 1990.
: l. 1991.
1n.s program covers production
that 77.;* have occurred as a
7es..]: of :he drought during the
.,ove timef7ame Information and
7.• may be obtained
FT:HA office.

ADOPTION. PROGRA11

Tracy D McKinney

1-800-432-9346

614 South 4th Street Murray. Ky.

KEN TUCK

GAME'FOR wur.rAh QES0,;PcEs

•

Where is everyone going?

T. J.'s
Bar-13-0

Extension office
to host pest meeting
The Ca.
ay County Extension
Office will sponsor a pest control
Th:drsdaY. March 28. in
ire
7:L-, 1•,..rre classrooms at Callow::
: Coufily Figh School.
Two sesions Ai:: be offered. at
a.m. and 5 p.m.. for individuals
Anose pest cards have expired or
are nearing expiration.

To show our appreciation
for your support
we are rolling back
the price on our
Large Hamburger. Fries
& Med. Drink Special
to the same low price as
when we opened 9 years ago.
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Composting: nature's own recycling program

The Farmers Home Administra- al is, •,,
tion is launching a new program to m ita!
help local farmers obtain credit kir.. •
from local lenders, according to
TUN;
Mary Ann Baron. FmHA State
It is
Director for Kentucky. Known as
1:
the Interest Assistance Program. it
• I
provides strong incentives for commercial lenders to make loans to 5,51,
farmers who otherwise would not
qualify.
Under the new program. FmHA
will pay up to 4 percentage points .445
of interest for farmers to help them Is •
qualify for FmHA guaranteed
loans. "If a creditwonhy farmer
cannot cash flow with a bank loan
at regular interest rates. we can pay
part of that interest for him um:: he
can." Ms. Baron said.
The percentage of interest
FmHA will pay depends on the
financial condition of the - farmer-FmHA will pay only the number of
points necessary to help the farmer
cash flow with a small reserve.
A FmHA guaranteed loan is
made by a bank. Farm Creidt Ser- •
I '
vices, or other lenders. with
agreement from. FrnilA that is th,
loan goes had. FmliA
dompeh
.ate the lender for up :o i percir
of its loss. "That gdarah:ce plus ;h..
7eU :merest ass:s:ante.- Ms Baros.:.... -should greatly increase ava•
:7
"The p77,.72
•
r .177 13..:
a,
:4,1 :7

ACRO:

Higher sale prices
for dark tobaccos
signal stronger
tobacco industry
Higher sale prices for dark
tobaccos signal a stronger tobacco
industry. said Bill Maksymowict, a
tobacco specialist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Nationally, more dark tobacco
is being used than is being produced." said Maksymowicz, an
Extension specialist at the West
Kentucky Research and Education
Center in Princeton.

Large Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink Only $1 99
Price Good thru Varch 30

9th Anniversary Celebration
Register All Week For Drawings
To Be Held On Saturday

g,)
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...our garden
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411/1-1
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Easter pets
For many. if not most people.
spring is a time of renewal and
promise. of new beginnings and
hopes. And Easter becomes the focal
point of these emotions, with its
message of resurrection and new life.
Perhaps these are the reasons that
many people associate Easter with the
giving of pets to chldren.
And that tradition. if followed up
1114:common sense. can be the beginning of a valuable lesson in responsibility for the child.
It also carries potential for trouble.
,•cver, if common sense is not
asc,d.
An example are those cute little
chicks and ducklings you find every
now and 'die. here and there, If you
live on a farm:no problem. Put them
outside, -tend them' regularly and
watch them grow up. But if you have
h.,) outs:de space. beware.
Salmonella organisms are being
found in increasing numbers on fowl.
and health department personnel note
:hat incidences in Kentucky are increasing. If you keep chickens and
ducks inside, you greatly increase the
risk of exposure to salmonella organisms. which cause severe gastrointestinal problems in human and in
some pets.
If you must handle young fowl.
wash your hands carefully and thoroughly before touching anything that
goes in your mouth.
Remember too, that chickens and
ducks - like rabbits - cannot be
housebroken. And both of them must
be kept out of doors if they are- to
thrive. They simply' do not do well in
an indoor environment
Farm animals given as pets to urban
dwellers always have to be disposed
of because as they outgrow infancy-

Keeping
:hem

771;::• ,.:1:0!dle zoning laws as

• also the danger of an
'child breaking a chicken Nng ot crushing it, after which
:he child may blame himself or
herslf

More traditional pets are recommmended. bui be careful of zoning
laws and restrictions on apartments.
Sometimes apartments which restrict
dogs and cats allow caged animals
such asgerbils. hamsters. guinea pigs
mice rats and birds. Many: people find
these delightful pets. though some are
active at night.
If you own your home,chances arc
you are 'allowed either dogs or cats,
but there may. be leash laws which
have Lobe observed. People who rent
may be allowed both. either or
neither. You- have to ask.
If you're considering a pet f9r an
Easter present, ask your veterinarian
to help you match the pet with the
person. Your veterinarian' can not
only usually match personalttics and
animals, but can estimate the annual
cost of upkeep t and the expected
lifespan of the animal. Your yetennanan can also make a reasonable
evaluation of what kind of pet fits best
into your neighborhood, as well as
match-the age of the recipient to the
pet with a view to welfare of both pet
and person.
Its a good idea to have the pet
examined by- a veterinarian before, or
at least as soon as your purchase it.
Sometimes diseases or conditions can
be detected which may cause you to
select another. healthier pct or to
return the one you purchased before
you get attached to it
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PEANUT

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
Oor-oietety erecteo ""c,(3,
g concrete fioors

FREE Birthday Cake On Friday & Saturday

Ole o"er

VI,

Not. ve 'an Oaroe-ter Du.: A.- o..a ity -atehais
FREE est-as references arid locator o' garages in your
area and vele,

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

1

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is Good Food

1,

With hardboard siding
car (12:20)
2 Car (18:20)
Largo 2 Car (22122)
2',2 Car (24124)
Large 2•11 Car (24130)

41

I'.
.

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

h

, Chestnut St

753-0045

Murray

di

Daiuxe Moth's
Vinyl siding
$2,475
1'4 Car (12:20)
$2 87
$3,175
2 Car (18:20)
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22:22)
S3,875
2". Car (24:24)
$4,175
Largo Th Car (24130)
$4
$4$3$3,0695777
75
555
P A o" eve ot & freight

TOW WISFACIAIN

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly

OUR GOA

Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

BET
= BUILT GARAGE CO.
-•
*bar, Ky. • (502) 874-5530
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
Snake
4 " - Elmo s
Fire'.
6 English
streetcars
11 Conductor
13 Riche of
music
15 Spanish
article
16 Copy
18 That thing
19- , re. mi
21 Sacred image
22 Mature
24 Hitchcock
film
26 Antlered
animals
28 Indian
weight
29 Entertain
31 Fig 33 Compass
point
34 Blemish
36 Food
1

L

12
15
19

20

92 cars destroyed at benefit

Answer to Previous Puzzle
program
38 French abbr,
40 Three feet
rT A
T H 0
E 134i Al
42 Dog collar
0.0 A
HERON
45 Conducted
47 Metal
T .E
fastener
49 Musical
instrument
:DE
50 Tai Mahal
L I
site
52 Attracted
LO S
APE
54 Tellurium
.OVE G
PITS
symbol
NITE
55 Negative
S
prefix
GO ANTS
56 Liberty
59 Gold symbol
61 Mend
63 Crushes into
fragments
65 - of
1 Beverage
Endearment
7 Rodent
2 Rarely
66 Printers
8 Declare
3
Father
measure
9 Myself
4 Half prefix
67 Affirmative
10 Marsh birds
Instan
5
t
vote
12 UK Princess
moment
14 Cubic meter
DOWN
6 Expressed
17 Fee
gratitude
20 Musical study
23 Exists
5
6
7
8
10
9
24 Sun god
25 Catch sight
113
of
14
27 Go by water
17
30 Pertaining
18
to the dawn
32 Perceive by
21
22 23

WE

MOTHER A.T
T IA .N
HILT
A

SAN ANTONIO (AP),
A
blaze in a parking lot destroyed 97
vehicles at a cookoff staged by
firefighters for victims of house
fires, officials say.
Investigators speculated a discarded cigarette or a hot catalytic
converter touching the dry grass on
which the cars were parked may
have triggered the blaze Sunday at
the 3rd Annual Bush's Canned
Foods South Texas Menudo
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H OL L OW
ATRA•RE
SSAMS
ETIESE.
WET.
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25

29

26
30

31

34
38

40

46
51

155

56

33
37

41

42

47

50

61

36

.43

48

44

49

52

53

54

5.

58

62

59
64

1165

66

DIAL-A-WORD ''

37 Tense
38 Efent.
aptitude
39 Rue
41 Extremely
terrible
43 Unwavering
44 That man
46 Phys
48 Shelf
51 At a distance
53 Fisherman s
bait
57 Edge
58 Note of scale
60 Employ
62 Hebrew letter
64 Sodium
symbol

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
new pamphlet published by a childadvocacy group is intended to help
Kentucky parents gauge the quality
of teaching in their children's
schools..
The 53-page booklet was written
by Debra Miller, deputy director of
Kentucky Youth Advocates.
"Touching Young Minds," summarizes research on good classroom practices and provides examples drawn from visits last year to
the classrOoms of 35 Kentucky
public -school teachers in 19 school

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government will scatter a network
of 65 new weather monitoring
buoys across the Pacific Ocean
over the next two years in an effort
to improve weather forecasts.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said Sunday
that the United States, France and
Japan were cooperating,to place the
moored buoys in a S'eries of north south lines spread across thousands
of miles of ocean - from the
Galapagos Islands to New Guinea.
Additional weather observations
are vital to improving weather fore-

Extension #702

BLONDIE

0/EL.L.,srEp

7
7
-

in bad weather

5 2

CALVIN and HOBBES
SNT T'HIS 11,E _
)t)
1LLcici •
DDES
+,_;••3

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government is prohibiting hundreds
of high-performance Piper Malibu
planes from flying in bad weather.
according to a Federal Aviation
Administration source.
The FAA's decision follows a
March 17 accident in which a
Malibu' broke apart during a rainstorm near Bronson, Fla., killing a
family of four.
Seven of the single-engine
planes have broken up in flight
since 1989.
Malibu owners will get letters in
the next day or two ordering them
not to fly the craft in weather conditions that require the use of
instruments, said the FAA source,
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
That means the planes are
grounded except when the pilots'
can navigate visually.
The craft has a pressurized cabin
and can carry six people. More
than 500 Malibus have been built
since 1983, selling for more than
S300,000 each.
"We truly believe nothing is
wrong with the structural integrity" of the Malibus, said Piper
spokesman Kevin Tracey. "We
have done all kinds of tests."

D'3ESNT COMPLAAN
S SELF- R'G•4-13kJS"G_SS
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CATHY
rftR piwkay, YOU'VE
HAD1 V BRUIN, "THIS IS ',OUR
A pncKAGE trr 111E FR/tIr FIFTH PAGE! PICK UP
DESK FOR TWO HOURS'
YOUR MESSAGES AT
PLEASE COME To THE THE FRON
T DESK r!!
FRONT DESK"
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KNOW,BUT MARIO'S IS
FREE IF THEY -TAKE
THAN 20 MINUTES To
(3ET To yOUR HOUSE /

CAN Lae CRDER
Piz-z_A

President Bush

_

meets Italian
prime mininster
WASHINGTON (AP) - PresiBush discussed the Middle
East, European security and bilateral relations in a private meeting
YOU'RE
with Italian Prime Minister Giulio
(500N ILL BE
LA Pr'1
(TAGGE D, 50
Andrcotti.
V. THEY CAN
"The president expressed appreSTUDY MY
ciation for the support of the prime
MIQRATION
PAT TERts1
minister and the Italian people for
the
coalition effort against Iraq's
L
ir-T
-;aggre
ssion:* spokesman Steve Hart
-\-N.......00
said after the 21/2 -hour meeting and
ti
t
dinner Sunday.
"The president stated that the
United States will remain fully
engaged in the Middle East peace
process and security issues in the
gulf."
He said Bush discussed SecretUNPREPARED, UNORGANIZED
ary of State James A. Baker Ill's
UNSETTLED, UNCERTAIN,
recent consultations with countries
UNSURE, BUT AWAKE !
in the Middle East "and emphasized that there may be new opportunities for solving the problems of
the region in the wake of the war."
Andrcotti was on a one-day visit
to Washington. He and the Bush
conferred at a private dinner in the
White House residence. Vice President Dan Quayle also attended.
dent.
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the above title was given first reading (by summa
ry)by the City Council of the
City of Murray, Kentucky.at a duly conveyed
meeting of said City Council held
on February 26. 1991. and was given
second reading (by Summary) and
enacted h) said Citv Council at a duly conve
ned meeting held on February 28.
1991. and that the .,follovv_ing. is a Summa
ry of
Charles S. Musson; of the firm of Rubin Hays & Ordinance prepared by
Foley, Attorneys at Law,
Louisville, Kentuckv

SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE
- Said Ordinance authorizes the 52.13.5.((X) of Bonds
identified in such title
the -Current Bonds-)for the purpose of financing the cost
obligations of the combined and consolidated munici of refunding certain
pal water and

sewer
stem (the -System -)of the City; designates the
depository of funds relating to
the refunding program and the System: reaffirms the creati
on of a Sinking Fund
for the benefi

t of certain Prior Bonds issued by the City in,19

82 and for the
Current Bonds: an Operation and Maintenanc
e Fund, a
Fund and a Depreciation Fund;establishes the security forDebt Service Reserve
the Current Bonds on
a parity: with the Prior Bonds: preseribeS the method of payme
nt of the principal
of and interest on the Current Bonds, and the conditions
and restrictions for the

future issuance of bonds ranking of a parity with the Curren
t Bonds and the
Prior Bonds: provides certain covenants of the City for
the further protection of
the owners of the Current Bonds; and prescribes terms
which bids will he received for the purchase of and conditions upon
the Current „Bonds.
A copy of the full text of said Ordinance is
available for public inspection
during the hours between 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.,
Monday through Friday
. 10 CRASS
--City Clerk
City of Murray, Kentucky
I. CHARLES S MUSSON. hereby certify that I am an
Attorney licensed to
practice law in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
that I am a member of the firm
of Rubin Hays & Foley. First Trust Centre, 200 South Fifth
Street, Louisville,
Kentucky 40202, that I prepared the foregoing
Notice of Enactment and
Summary of Bond Ordinance pursuant to KRS
83A.060(9) of the City of
Murray, Kentucky. and that I certify the forego
ing Summary to be a true and
accurate summary of the contents of said Bond
Ordinance.
(Signed) Charles S Musson

MODEL PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
NOTICE TO THE CUSTOMERS OF PANORAMA
SHORES WATER
ASSN.
In July 1987,federal regulations were adopted that requir
e monitoring
for eight volatile synthetic organic
chemicals and 51 unregulated
contaminants in public water systems. The first year
of
conducted by the Kentucky Division of Water with this monitoring is
the assistance of the
Division of Environmental Services.
The volatile synthetic organic chemicals have maxi
mum contaminant
levels, or standards over which_ action will-be
-taken to protect your
health. Currently, no maximum contaminant
levels have been established for the unregulated contaminants becau
se sufficient information
is not yet available. Please be assured, however,
that you will be notified
if contamination is detected and determined
to be a potential health
threat. This monitoring will aid in setting stand
ards by indicating how
widespread these contaminants may be in publi
c water systems and at
what levels of concentration they may be
occurring.
The Panorama Shores Water Assn. now, has
available for public
review the analytical results for unregulate
d contaminants for the
monitoring program being conducted by
the
Water for 1990. These results cover the first, Kentucky Division of
second, and third quarters
of the year long program. The results may be revie
wed at our office at Rt.
#5 Box 962 Murray during regular business
hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
For more information, please'contact Pauline
Scarb
Shores Water Assn. at 502-436-5230, or the Drink erry of Panorama
ing Water Branch of
the Kentucky Division of Water at 18 Reilly Road
,Frankfort, Kentucky
40601, or at (502) 564-3410, cxt 516.
A copy of this notice has been provided to the Drinking
Water Branch,
Kentucky Division of Water.
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The Sheriff's Sale of tax bills will be April 26, 1991
at 10:00 a.m. at the Calloway County- Courthouse.
J.D.. Williams. Sheriff
Calloway County
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The 1990 Calloway County Property Tax Books
will close March 29, 1991 to cdmpile delinquent
tax list to be advertised April 11. 18 & 25, 1991.
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Notice

NOTICE OF ENACTMENT AND SUMMARY OF
BOND ORDINANCE
ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF MURRAY,'KEN
AUTHORIZING AND PROVIDING FOR THE ISSU TUCKY,
52.135.000 PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF CITY OF ANCE OF
KENTUCKY WATER AND SEWER REFUNDING MURRAY,
BONDS, SERIES 1991, DATED MARCH 1. 1991.REVENUE
FOR THE
PURPOSE OF FINANCING THE COST OF REDEEMIN
G AND
REFUNDING IN ADVANCE OF MATURITY
STANDING CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY THE OUTWATER AND
SEWER REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 1985. DATE
D MAY 1,
1985. SETTING FORTH THE TERMS AND CONDITIO
NS ON
WHICH SAID SERIF S 199_1,BONDS-ARE TO
AND MAY BE ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING, RANKING BE.
ON
WITH CERTAIN OUTSTANDING BONDS: PROV A PARITY
IDING FOR
THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF AND INTE
SAID SERIES 1991 BONDS AND THE ENFO REST ON
RCEMENT
THEREOF; AND PROVIDING FOR AN ADVE
PUBLIC.COMPETITIVE SALE OF-RIESERIES 1991RTISED.
BONDS.
As required hy K RS 83A.060(9). I hereby certify that
an Ordinance bearing
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P_PDS STF.1YING IN TOWN
i)NIGHT,AND I'M NOT
HUNGRY GOAD Yowl)TWo
GET youfkoWN
DINNER "?
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Flying Piper

eTs

By GARY LARSON

•

districts.
David Richart, executive director
of Kentucky Youth Advocates, said
the publication is to help to fill a
gap in the efforts made so far to
fulfill aims of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990.
"There's been scant little attention to empowering parents,'' he
said.
-The booklet takes issue with the
notion that schools should first
teach children only the most basic
skills and gradually lead them to
more complex ones.

casting. Richard dallgren, executive director of the American
Meteorological Society, said last
week.
Hallgren said that most weather
observations are done over land,
which is concentrated in the northern hemisphere. There are some
reporLs available from ships and
aircraft, but those are limited to
well-traveled routes.
The buoy network will help fill
that gap, with the automatic instruments reporting to NOAA's Pacific
Marine Environmental Laboratory
in Seattle twice-a-day via satellite.
The buoys will include instruments that measure wind at the surface, air temperature, relative
humidity, water temperature at several levels below the surface. water
pressure and salinity.
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Buoys to improve forecasting

1-900-454-3535
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MONDAY, MARCH 25, 1991

THE FAR SIDE

_ Cookoff.
Several firefighters and a few
spectators were treated for heat
exhaustion and smoke inhalation.
The event was sponsored by the
San Antonio Professional Firefighters Association to benefit families
whose homes were destroyed by
fire. •
About 8,000 people were attending the cookoff. which cootinued
despite the fire.
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Legal
Notice

Motto

J.D. WILLIAMS, SHERIFF - CALLOWAY
COUNTY, KEN II CI-.1
STATEMENT OF INCOME IN EXCESS OF
LIMITAT1ONN
For Calendar Year - 1990

STATEMENT

OE OPERATIONS

Salaries
Transportation
Soeial Security
Re-Payment of Advancements
Office ExpenseeEquipment
Miscellaneous
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

Now Hiring
All Shifts.

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Apply in person
between 2-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

Contact Video Elite
61 8-524-3388

Arbqs
641 North
12th St
Murray

\

SEQUIN dresses for sale
753 9866

HOME based business
European skin care No de
livery No inventory $98 to
start For information call
707-876-1834

-

STATEMENT OF INCOMI
Commissions and Fees-Tax Collections
State Fees
Advancements
Social Security
Delinquent Tax Fees
Sheriffs Sale
Arrest Fees Court Seeunty
Executions
Auto Inspecuons
!Miscellaneous
GROSS RECEIPTS
NET INCOME
SHERIFF'S COMPENSATION
NET INCOME IN EXCESS OF LIMIT
ATIONS
ePayat•le
-COtinty Treaserer

210

Business
Opportunity

GAS grills and fish cookers
For all your BBC) needs
Wide selection of parts and
accessories Available to
restore your present grill to
original condition Suburban Propane 405 S Railroad Ave Murray Ky
Opened until noon on Saturday 1 800 264 1823
LARGE chest freezer
$100 753-7820

1'. ACRE near Titusville
Fla Sell or trade for equa
value Murray area
753-0790

RN or LPN needed part
time (approx 24 32hrs per
wk). for in-home preate
140
duty Pediatric case in
-Parrs, Ti, Excellent pay
Want
including weekend diffeTo Buy
rential For more informa
ANTIQUES by the piece o
tion call 901 664 5709
collections Call 753 9433
EOE
after 5pm
SALESMAN needed to sell
asphalt material around CASH for mobile home
tires $7512 each We will
Murray area Serious in
remove 527 2932
queues only 901-642-6927
JUNK cars and teick,s Ask
SITTER needed for 2 childfor Larry 753 3633
ren ages 4 8 6 Saturday
and Sunday in Murray area OLD Winchester •I':es
Call 753-1525 Starting single action Colt p,sees
April 6th
civil war artfacts
swords etc As,
TENNESSEE State Home
753-3633
Health Services currently
takirg applications for USED and anttoi.e
RN s Apply at Tennessee ture glass tools QIts
State Home Health Ser 901 642 6290
vices Watson Bldg E
WANT to buy 1 to 5 acres
Spring St Dover Tn
near Murray Prefer to have
37058
cal!
or
1-800 727-1049 or water and sectic W,H con
sider
615-232-5050
753-1905
TEN part time people
needed 1st five to qualify
will receive free gift Call
Avon 753-0171

3 PIECE bedroom turnt
ture dresser with mirror
chest full size bed 1 floral
couch shades of green and
cranberry 1 off white living
.roorn couch Call 753-3895
aher 4pm
3 ROOMS of furniture. refrigerator, Jinny bnd bed
AC lots of misc 435-4358

270
Firewood

Mobile
Homes For Sale

WOOD for sale 753 9745

12x65 2br with double lot
474 0124

5 PIECE Slingerland drum
set Cases and cymbols
included $700 753-5899
after 5pm
6tt 3" BALDWIN grand
piano Ebony, completely
restored $8400 Very nice
437-4432
HOME stereo Pioneer re
ceiver 100 watts per chan
net Technics double cas
sette deck 20 band equalizer, 100 watt DB plus
speakers OVEN $1000 invested asking 5450 Days
753-6593 after 5pm
759-4187

. HP pump for deep well
$100 436-5005
COOK 1 year old storage
building 10x12 $1169
753-4614

ANTIQUE dining table four
chairs Antique white
dresser chest with bookcase 753-9756

Apartments
For Rent
28R duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285/mo 759 4406

75 ACR
mobile t
large sto
$75 000
753 362'

14x70 1986 BREEZEW
OOD 2br 2 bath. 2 decks,
satellite dish nicely land
LAKEFRONT efficiency
seeped on lakeview lot in
apartment in Panorama
Panorama Shores
Shores Appliances turn
436-2672 after 6pm
shed Years lease depo
14x70 2BR 2 tun baths sit, references required No
pets 436-2484
Fully equipped kitchen
Beamed ceiling with fan
NEW 1000sq tt apartment
Utility room Curtains and
Gas heat1ow utilities Near
mini-blinds Underpinning
college Extra nice
included -Must see to ap
$395imo 753-8828
preciate 753-0079 or
436-5464
NEW 2br duplex Appliances, energy efficient
1470 2br 2 full baths
owner occupied 1821
Good condition Furnished
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
Day 498-8911 evenings
492-8297
TAKING applications for
1988 14x80 PACER mobile section 8 rent subsidized
home 3br 2 bath new con- apartments 1, 2 8 3 beddition Available furnished rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or unfurnished Assume Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
payments at $276 mo
759 4121 after 4pm
1988 14x80 CLAYTON mobile home 3br 2 bath on
nice lot 3mi east of Murray 753-0218 or 753-5592
1991 1450 2br 1 bath
Total electric WD hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141

10 ACR
A frame
store buil
ter on Ky
fin anci
354 841(

1100sq I
age 2 bl
sty Mid
753-612E

2BR with
ing fan
yard, outl
5 20 s
753-9898

2BR vet
maintena
sty 753-

3BR 1/, t
ama Shot
many ext

2BR house for rent Newly
remodeled No pets
$285/mo plus depos:t
$385 753-6633

FOR sale or trade 2yr old
3BR house Central gas
gas 2 ton furnace Trane
PUBLIC NOTICE
753-9826
brand $225 woodstove
ii
bids
-sc: received hv the %to.or and
with blower $90, 1981 24tt PERRY travel trailer
AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
\I„Irray, Kentucky. and the Board
Grand Prix loaded bad mo- self-contained, skirted, in- 2br
COFFEE and end tables
Edualion. M .-rn Indcpenden; Sc he, S\ stem.
country home 5 miles
tor $475 1979 Olds Cut- sulated underpinned Ex
brand new solid wood
out $300,mo 753-3187 af
-Reeresenea tiees
;.ri.• City Clerk. Mueraye'rty Ht
lass 2 door for parts 1981 cellent condition brick pa$195 753-4026 after 5pm
ter 4pm
nee0ed Door to door unat 5,Le and Poplar Streets, Mlirray • Ken
Toyota Tercel wrecked tio privacy fence See at
, necessary Deiayed billing
CONTEMPORARY styled
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
ur.1:12100p m. on the ist day ,,f April
SMALL farmhouse 6 miles
20 000 on motor 1975
queen size sleeper sofa
tor kt Free gift with ad
re„.. tor resurfacing and receaer.:
east of Murray Available
Chevy pickup for parts
Good
conditi
Assis
on
t
753-66
Mgr
13
_
good trans and rear end, 24x60 ALL American 3br 2 now Rent cheap Deposit'
regulation tennis courts. Copies of
after 6pm
1 - 800 866 2 24 3 or
rally wheels for Chevy truck bath only $13900 with free references required No in7. ars and cpecifications ma% he ohlained
737 5632
COUCH and 2 chairs earth - $100, rally wheels for Cut- delivery at Gateway Mobile side pets 753-8349 after
lass $100 400 small block Homes 527-1427
4pm or weekends
tone like new $325
COOK full tune 40tes per
Chevy
engine
good
753-47
shape
16
week Must have experi$275 1972 Chevy grain CLAYTON 1991 14 wide
170
ence Good working cx>ndi024
EARLY American 3 cush- truck 12tt midwest grain lots of options Only $9995
Livestock
eons Pleasant atmoion sofa earthtone Excel- bed metal sides with dump Gateway yobile Homes
II Supplies
sphere Apply
person
Notice
lent condition $100 2 rust $1000 Dan Wesso 357 Phone 527-1427
n
Fern Terrace Locge 1505
Saddles and other tack
sweel rockers $25 each
mag pistol pac 3 barrels, 2 FOR sale or
rent with op- 753-4545 759-18
Stadium View Dr EOE
WAITRESS • experience a '5* AC disc narrow ca 759 4454
23
grips and carry case 5.375
CANCER
00n
1985 Sunbelt 80.04
759-1070
EXPERIENCED gel; cook must day shift Apply in eeeels exce ,ert :o-d
SADDLES Lamb barrel.
2br
2
bath,
F
AC"IOR
countr
I'
y
DIREC'
kitchen
INSURANCE
T
Ft
R•
Pr,
person
Mon
ton 492 8425
Home
full time $5 hr cepencirig
NITt RE I-at t•ir7. oserruns, LANDSCAPE Lava Rock Must see to appreciate $325 Ryon's silver show
on qualificatens Apply in pia- '906 Coia.vater Pc 'RECORD p,aye• 1
$1000 down assume ml; hand tooled $1000
tape doseouts, first qualit), men1cu ft bag only $1 50 ea
person Maeste Royale M-ea,
Call after 5pm 753-5927 436-2556
reayer $50 been 753 2347 ,.hendice Odd Sofac• Sealy
:..e•
years oic •
Black
rock
50Ib
bag
$1
50
Holiday inr Murray Ky
and SiMMOric M.itlrCSCCS, SCC•
daytime 753-8201 Ask for
- otoc..er sorne. _•
ea
We
also
have
sanitiz
ed
YOUNG registered polled
2 PORMA vorn dresses
Iteta A VA ORKI, S
bed ri x•m furniture, play sand 50lb bag only Carolyn
F:e.-DERA L gove•nment iS
-ewer :7ea:rneLI5T
hereford bulls From wean1 aqua
1' _
sure
clighils
damage
d
No
es :riennoteie
t_A14% ,200
*i•ing S'6 500 $62 000
0
••••,,4)
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
wedo rig g;a,MUST sell 14x70 3br, ing to service age Call
se
Or Vlore Pr, wo-k•
pncs h phone Wood.ral
'ree irecree
per year_ Amazing rebag only $2 39 ea Coast to 14 bath 1985
cneac
- -53 54'4 ter, \,1t.r
mobile 437 4667 Ed Mize
Frpericr.,.4
Lawn Maintenance
Neoessars
ra
, Ks Next to Coast Hardware 753-8604
corded message reveals
after 5chome Unfurnished availfte,.,14
Krnan
Division
details (90'0642 1416
Jerry McConnell
,•••
LAWN chairs of unusual able immediately Asking
ierg:r
I;'-., •
d-es
Specaling ,- a..
FULL size box springs and wooden design
$10,200,but will consider
Insurance
FULL time summer sitter
•
Also snake
_
mattress 140 7591 1073
-aw
for 61r old ic South West
753-4199
bone earrings 759 4401 to any offer 759-1552 before
'532'309
8pm
S'".• Or:
school district References
care mainterase,
ONE Simmons hide-a-bed. order
AKC Collie puppies Lassie
required
435 4273 SALES clerk neeoed Tye 3 • QUINCEY compresser one traditianal sofa
ror Free Estimates
$125 each
two MOWER blades Over 400 NEW 1991 14x70 Clayton type
wig cash reg,ster expen
ccern
evenin
erc,a
gs
$
5
0
Lease For Less at
recliners 753-6118
Call Today
sizes in stock Snapper 30" 3br 2 bath You must see 901 247 5899 after 6pm
enoe
753
Hours
00627
flexibl
974
53
e
ReDWAIN TAYLOR
436-5810
-LOVING energetic crea
502-759-4512
blade $6 99 Snapper the quality and decor in this AKC registe
spond to PO Box 1040C
red Lab pupCHEVROLET
beautiful home Only
7
A
3
eve person to care for & Murray Ky
po-o
drive
disc $4 49 Snapper
42071
pies Black and yellows
1991 Silvered° Pickup,
lan,e
5yr old boys- 35hrs per•
165
see- s.ate top
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hard- $13900 at Gateway Mobile Call 759
1424 after 5pm
loaded 8109474 $305.91 mo.'
Homes 527-1427
wk Livear Prefer one year WEN DY S row hiring for -53 0405. • lee-- -5? -266
ware Downtown Paris Tn
Call Gene at 753-2617
contract _beginning June daytime positions Must tie eter epe.
Antique,
COCK
ER Spaniel dogs 2
USED 12 wide mobile
*Pius Tax, Title & License
FOR SALE
199:1 _New Eng-laed- Village Avathatee to work between MULCH pickup or delivery home starting
411 Mo. Ceased End Lease
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
at $1495 adult females 1 male
near beace arid university
hoes of 7aM 4pm induct
328-8715
Also buyers of standing tim- Used 14 wide mobile
3 bedroon:
-a•d..ise diamond
Wanted ary s,ze or condihome
Family life style Prefer re
ing weekends Apply ie per
ber and logs McKnight starting at
tion Call 1-800 443-7740
$5895 See this FREE spade female cat
:y
$
950
•
4
Se'
house in
bred ricimeriaker or young son Mon Sat 2-5pm i•
Saw Mill 753-5305 at Gateway Mobile Home
Tortoise shell coloration
adult Celiidcare-or parertal Chestnut St Murray
753-1132
country. 2.2
527-1427
752i.
Good
•
'
mouser 18mo old
qualifi
catore required ,n
acres.'2F.500.
-a- s -iewe•'y
437-4290 after 4 30prn
PATIO stones 2•48x16"
quines tc PO Box 322 Ber
090
gray Of red 69c ea Also
tor Ky 42025
Wanted to lease lbs.
ET-iCK EN engagement tar
Call (618)
HAVE an obedient well
Siltation
2"x12- square or hexagonal
_gain
GENER
Get
'cal
a
ATION
oea•
mannered safe dog You
en a
III vacuum
Wanted
Mobile
753-4745
M7 or Mc- 311 sh nc
548-2846
pato stones gray or red lust
,adies diamond engage
vote shampooer by Kirby
train classes or we train
Homes Foe Rent
After 5.00 p.m.
eeekends Compet t
$1 69ea We have red
BABYStTTINC.3
7 ant:
Under warranty $700
saiary Competitiee bene
octagon square paving 2BR trailer for rent Extra Professional certified train
home Experienced rneeree 'la 75'3
753 9475
ens serving Murray for over
les Parkway Regioeal loves Vets $.35wk
stones for 55c ea and 18" nice No pets $285,mo
12 years 436-2858
$4.56S7he Factory Outlet at
ierascetai Felton $ET Con
eeee -$7 4W part time
square
bnckfa
ced
EASTER Sale 25% off on
patio $285 deposit 753-6633
Wabbits!
Mary Nell Ind 'Vincent's is
tact Marna Vowel: _atorat
stones
Peg
$3 69 Coast to
istrel sr,aces and
s Dog Grooming
s doll houses 10% off on doll
-ow Open Hrs Tues Sat
o• y
Wabbits!
Manager Accept all ages Ca.- Oe furniture Discounts good
Coast Hardware 753 8.604 SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, 753-2915
'Oarn Sce; Come visit is
electric
gas
or
Walking dis%2-42 2522
bbie 759 4967
the month of March Wood
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug tance to college 753-5209
for great fashions at great
N Crafts Cuba Road May- 49 CUB Fermat tractor With
1130
13 )MMEDIATE OPEN
gets 2cu tt bag only $2 59
I WILL keep arid care for a
savings $$$ on 9th 8 Water
field Ky 247-5936
belly
mower
Real
$230.
NGS
0
ea
NEED
Top
soil
a
St Mayfiraid Ky
job? A lady or husband and wee in
50Ib bag just
•
Estate
GED? Hope for the future? my eome in Hazel Exper FORMAL dress size 14 teal 753 006a753-9714
$1 79ea Potting soil 50Ib
Business
You may qualify if •You 00 ieesed and good refe•
bag only $1 99 ea Also
blue tea length Worn FORD 2000 new rubber
re ACRES with storage
Rentals
Easter Special
riot have your GED- or higt ences 492-8510
I gal size Shrubs or
once 753-6840
good hydraulic excellent
shed located on 464 near
school dieioma 'You are
Azaleas are just $2 99 ea 2 BAY garage on Hwy 94E
Coconut Bunny Cake
cond'ition
Shiloh Call 753-8691 after
$3150
MARTIN houses 6 room
between the ages of 16 8 MAGS Errand Sen. ce
Coast to Coast Hardware Grease rack 759-1291
753
$7.99
1788
5pm
ea.
All Brands
21 We are an -E E This fees housesitteg geecery $26 99 12 room $3999. 18
753-8604
4 CAR shop with office Call FOR LEASE
a-c
room $57 99 24 room NEW Holland 357 feedmill
project is funded try the shopping postal and ba-7- k
3000sq tt of
retail space Bel Air Center,
Western Keet-oky Fr..,ate e^ needs etc 753 9E30 $6999 Telescoping pole auto hay teed Exc cond, CHRISTOPHER S COINS 753-4509
is
still
at
Ox
Mon
Yoke
,Fr,
5
extend
8
Antiqu
Refere
s to 15ft $3499 759-1330
es OFFICE space for
nces
In&stry
.
A
rent first corner location Call
,--r> Carrot Cake
(Hazel) Treasure House
Walien Hardware Down
0 40Ca
floor National Hotel Lease 753-4751 8am 5prn
.;
W,L_.
do
house
clean
ng
and
Book Rack (Murrayi
$9.99 ea
town Paris Open all day
7 5 3
agreement includes utilities KOPPERUD
9 3 References avaian,e A
REALTY of
Also mail order service
Saturdays
4310
'•
and office maintenance
ae
work guaranteed
fers a complete range of
Send for free price list and
753-07
62
435-41
69
‘11I.
I.IONAIRES Mite
Real Estate services with a
PART TIME serviCe.stat,on
"Collection A " 15 different
LIOSAIRES
wide selection of quality
SOLOFLEX exercise ma
attendant ReD•e to
U S coins. 'Collections B'
YO,NG couple with 8yr
Rs'SCAsiDe• IS BACK I chine Excellent condition
320
homes
all prices
Box 1393 M.,•ray
21 different foreign coins
Old
desires to relocate is, Mt RRAY Charl.c s 1 year
753 1 2 22, toll free
Armaments
4207'
old 5600 759 9931
$695 each $1295 both
teis area Interested in &aft I Pharmaci,
For Rent
1 -800,251 -HOME Ext
Post paid 2-wk satisfac
• care and estate-care711L
non
guaran
teed
ATTRA
Free
Cgift
.E Ate maie
NEW 6tt steel insulated
1BR apartment furnished
'Dark air-cured. 510"
- g Honest depend
Combination Secwith every inquiry Christo dose to university and hos- AUCTI
tale 17'.iips Light
ON your real estate
ect!'l referees 'ern hence patio door 15 light
pher
s
Coins 1605 West pital Some utilities paid
dark fire-cured
brown hair blue eyes ath
grid $150 less cost
retary for Dixie
property to settle your es
cora,
/ live in is a possibi,
Main Murray Kentucky Call 753-8756 or 753-40
letic educated excellent
tate Call Wilson Real Esey Please call collect 354 6517
12
Hopkins (Speech
or burley base. lob
42071 We buy coins and
beautiful home Am
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
205,88
2
5913
ORDER the spa designed
2BR 1 bath duplex in NorthPathologists, and
appraise estates
searching for that specea,
Please Call
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
for you Murray Hot Tubs
wood $285/mo 2br 2 bath
7534161
WOULD -hike to sit with el
someone' to walk hand in
Dental Assistant
Miller 435-4144
115
duplex
S
All
applia
13th
St
nces
492-8566
furndeny
day or night Can t lih
hand with into the sunset
TANNING beds for sale ished S350/mo 759-44
and
Secre
tary
for
06
474-2386 after 5pm
and live happily thereafter
Par 3 Golf Course
PARKER Ford Lincoln hiter
Wolff and others New and
after 5 p.m. Oh
Dr. Thomas Hopkyeah this is for real ,
oury has heavy duty oil
2BR
2
bath
duplex
Apused
Sale
servic
arid
e
Golf Carts
Phone I and photo with
ins(Dentist;. Bring
barrels for sale Good for
pliances furnished with
supplies Financing avail
100
reply to Dan 5835 E Avon
trash
burning
Lighted
$6
00
each
resume to 115 S.
able Suntanning Unlimited microwave 1008A North- 1 LOT
Business
on Bee Creek Dr
St Inverness Fl 32552
wood Dr No pets Now
753-9274
Driving Range
Opportunity
13th St., Murray,
PROM dress Sapphire
North 4th City water/
MATHIS
available $450/mo
blue,
TRANSMISSION
white with lots of lace
sewer 1 lot in Grove
WOODEN storage build
Ky.
Miniature Golf
753-2905
floor length Size 12 $75
Specializing
Heights east of Murray City
in
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
--a
LIGHT PLASTICS
435-4548
Softball &
front wheel drive,
10x16 $142450 12x24 2BR house or 2br apart- water available 753-5200
MANU
FACT
URING
RECEPTiONIST
overdrive, foreign
assisBaseball
$2395 Other sizes avail- ment near downtown
A BuweAs
1.e
to
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
KY Lake Lots Calloway
LOST 7mo old male black, tant for doctors office Must
753-4109
& domestic. 12
P'asics r 01
able Acree Portable Build
Battin
g Cages
County, 75x100 and
roe as onarins rr tee sea et
white cat Very friendly I
have basic clerical skills
months or 12xxx
TANDY TL2 1000 compuings
502
247
7831
2BR energy efficient du- 50100 Numbers 330 and
re lawn a- rdnek.al leto
Lessons By
found call 753-5018
and excellent personality
mile warranty.
ter with modem printer all
plex New paint, extra 331 undeveloped area 1
•••• Ic ta.•••PA4for, and Fa,
Appointment
for dealing with people Ex
624 N. 4th
access
sows
ories
•:4Pp
t. •art..laMeo .•
436 2025
LOST long hair Chihuahua
clean Central H/A, ap- mile from lake Estate must
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
penance helpful but will
0.-ar0** "err 7700t7e plat,
Murray. Ky.
pliances Available now
in Almo area Reward
sell $500 for both
TILLERS - Front Tine Shp
c--ca
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
train qualified person To
753-6374
753-6253
Coleman RE 753-9898
•.4c. 7•47, larperercs melee
313 699 9809 after 5pm
Briggs
and
Stratto
Velvet
n
engine
Jones
apply. phone 436-6099 be'4c ••• =•••••
chain drive $299 99 rear
tween the hours of 8am and
AU* 7 ,o•-•••
753-1152
PRIVATE Investigator 3BR duplex 753-9400 3 LOTS on Kentucky Lake 2
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
4.11 7 ;a• sr.
6pm M-F
435-4214
minutes from boat dock 1
INSTRuCTION
MURRA
Y.
KY
D B A Confidential Invest)
•rcoro Dotorell Islet 71, ttr
Help
and reverse, Shp $649 99
large
lakefront lot on main
gations
des.s
r.e
RESID
Souths
o•ce•
A
MANA
ide
ENT
BRAND
GER to
Shop
Wanted
new brick du8hp $749 99 Wailer Hardcr LEARN TO DRIVE
-*;0•••••••• ass:4,re 1r 71,4
ping Center Suite 10102 plex 2br a/c gas heat all channel 489 2455
assume responsibility for
TRACTOR-TRAILER
ware Downtown Parts
xrate•ts
S•APT THIENE*
Murray 753-2641
'BONUS INCOME '91- 52 apartments in Murray
appliances No pets
••
-Oar ta lorr ale •7'
LOT for sale in a lakefront
Open all day Saturdays
, amiss 2..X.
oar Row
ware ut palorer..;map sac
753 7688 or 759 4703 subdivision $30130 $.50
Earn $200 $500 weekly Prefer manager to live on
NSW C.ARFEP
SHAR
a
P
copier
s
Author
•$`9 COO t 122 SOS car •I/CONs•
TOSHIBA copier model
mailing Easter cards and site Apanment furnished
nights
month for 60 months, $100
ized dealer for sales ser
ALLIANCE
lo• maChruirr irrOregr IN-0N
*00 3110 Low use of cogifts For more information as part of compensation
vice supplies parts and DUPLEX 2br Central gas a month for 30 months No
210
pies 753 7011
Duties to include renting
send a stamped addressed
Interest. 753 4060 or
rental units Local com
coR FULL INFORMATION
heat/air Appliances
envelope to T&J s cards units, appropriate paperWATER heaters round
party Call 1 800-248 4319 Ridgewood $300/mo 474-8826
Firewood
wIrE OP CALL TOM
and gifts P0 Box 430780 work, processing mamte
electric double heating eleOrrel Ail mat Wrest
753-8096 or 753-2633
LOTS for sale Gatesboro
mince requests. etc. ExperSouth Miami FL 33143
ments Syr glass lined FIREWOOD for stove and WANT a faster refund?
phaw motet
Why
area 753-0800. 759-4577
pay
ience preferred but net abmore
furnace Seasoned and
FURNI
for
SHED
elec
apartm
ents,
tanks
MED
30
PLATO' MOIRES
or 40gal
CAPTAIN Ds needs part solutel necess
Ironic filing? Our prices efficiency 182 bedroom
greenwood Cut to your or
y
ary. Send
VERMIN' II
SHERWOOD Forest
$14999 50gal $15999
Fit 7 Box 371.0
time workers for day shift
start at $2000' Call Hodge
resume and references to
and sleeping rooms Also wooded site,
8086
der
9808
474
753
Wallen Hardware Downcity water,
Ne 002
Apply in person Chestnut
Noel and Associates the renting for May ZimmerAd, P.0 Box 430-RM, Un1-800-334-1203
town Paris Open all day
sewer. gas Bob Perrin RE
1417) 8112-7107
Hills Shopping Center
A FIREWOOD for sale income tax profess
ion City, TN 38261
man
ionals
Apts S 16th St 759 1881, evenings
at
Saturdays
437-4667
753 6069 or 759 1425
753 6609
753-3509

3BR 2 bat
lot 2 mile
759-1751

CONDOK
floor unit
utilities
cessable
753-3293

NEAT an
home
le acres
workshop
Bob Perri
evenings

NEW cal
paint 199
beck in cie
759 188
753-3509

SPACIOL
Central
shop Rea
led Great
ers or r
$26300
preciate
able Ca
492-8595

.44•104.
Hoffman's

SPOTLES
in Martin
sion Fei
drapes tirt
ity through
livingroom
utility $9(
Contact K
753-1222

THE view
this waterfr
geous Br,
with firepla
bath, patio
lent boat d
scaped
753-122
Realty

BURLEY
TOBACCO

WATERFP
subdivisior
covered di

3237
Und

_

New 4 I31
family
lutchered
lion, uti
baths k
double gdouble d
Sidewalk
parquet '
diShwast
Cient lal

PAM'S
CAKE HUT

VCR Service

•

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

4E
Night
4

WANTED
TO BUY
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Builder
baths a
Murray

711 M-

D]
SU1
If
quail
abilit
care!
$628
1000/
payrr
base(
Allow
20%1
Partthe 1
$58.

In
Hop

• 4[7)7,Frroi—X-ri--• 4.

a

4

• I:7'7
'

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ency
ama
furn
repo
No
non!
Near
ice
Ap
›ent
1821
457
s for
dized
bed
Apts
call

lewly
lets
pos:t
gas
Nice
miles
37 at
miles
liable
xisit
So in after

tack
arrel.
how,
)O0
oiled
roan
Call
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Homes
For Salo
75 ACRES with 14 wide
mobile home Well water.
large stock barn and ponds
$75 000 53 acres $35 000
753 3625

10 ACRES with a 20)(20
A frame house and 20x30
store building Near the wa
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
finance
759-1949
354 8416
1100sq ft 3br. 1 bath Garage,2 blocks from university Mid $40 s 753 1404
753-6128

TRAILER house and cottage on 5 lots in Crappie
Hollow Well and septic
storage shed $17,000
Good rental property
436-5005

1986 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic Brougham
excellent condition, dean
Michelin tires, fully loaded
$5600 753-7903 after
5Prn

YOU'LL love the spaciousness of this newly built
home in western Calloway
County Large kitchen,
great room, master bedroom and spectacular mas
ter bath will win you over
$105,000 MLS 2787 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
4 door automatic Power
steering very good shape
See at Ruth* s BP Station
16th and Chestnut $1595
Call 753-2079 or 759-1559
anytime

470

2BR with appliances ceilMotorcycles
ing tan carport, fenced
yard outbuilding Priced in 1981
550 YAMAHA 4 cylin$20 s
Coleman RE der Excellent condition
753 9898
$800 753-0062/753-9714
2BR with carport Low 1988
BLASTER good con
maintenance Near Univer- dition 1982
Virago 750
sity 753-3293
492 8617 after 2 30pm or
3BR 1v, bath brick Panor- 901-247-5137 before
ama Shores 2 car garage 2 30pm
many extras 753 6339

1977 DODGE Van fully
customized CaN 753-4013
after 4pm
1986 CHEVROLET Astro
CL mini van 7-passenger
Loaded New Michelin
tires, low miles 753-6176
1986 FORD Aerostar cus
torn van V-6 like nes, High
miles $5000 753-9577
500

1970 CHEVROLET SWB
pickup $1650 Call after
5pm, 492-8836

1987 CHEVROLET Sprint
45mpg, AM/FM cassette
30,000 miles, runs great
red, 2-door $3500 080
Call 762-6780

1987 FORD XLT Lariat All
power, 6 cylinder auto
$7000 753-9486

S.nricso
Offered

ANY remodeling building
painting 8 roofing Free es
timates References
435-46.32

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

MOWING landscaping
and tree work All odd lobs
Big or small Free esti
mates Good rates Have
references 753 4254
753-2869

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expert
ence Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

Used
Trucks

1986 TRANS AM white with
red interior T tops and
tinted windows 753-6705

1987 GTA Trans Am 350
tune port, digital dash lumbar seats, 33,000 miles
Like new $8600 1986
IROC 41,000 miles Like
new $6900 753-3704
1601 Loch Lomond Will
trade

530

Services
Offered

Vans

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664

1989 CHEVROLET S-10
Topgun 5 speed, red excellent condition Low mileage $8000 753-7102

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

S110

C-

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels re
sidental commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753-3254
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging wallcoverings, furniture refinishing,
touch-up and blending
436-5002.

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

WILL do yard work and odd
robs of any kind No iob too
small 759-4401

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
753-7032

WILL maw lawns and do
ROGER Hudson rock haul- other yard work Will do
ing, gravel, sand dirt, drive light hauling 436-2528
way rock 753-4545.
WILL mow yards Reason
753-6763, 759-1823
able rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
SEWING machine repair
474-2300
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

WILL mow yards Free esti
mates 436 5269

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60f1 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningBOAT DOCKS Over 20
servicing $15, most repairs
3BR 2 bath brick on ', acre
years of satisfied customers in
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
lot 2 miles east of Murray
the
building
and
repair
of boat
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5,
759-1751
1976 SIERRA Scott 15tt docks, rails and lifts. All work RILEY'S HOME INIspeed 49,000 miles
Mon -Fri 753-0530
PROVEN1
ENTS
Back
from
$4200
CONDOMINIUM ground
573-8269, Air, stove, refrigerator, approved by TVA or Corps of Humcane Hugo. Roofing
our WANTED - lawns
awning, bath $1250 OBO Engineers. Former owner of
to mow
floor unit with garage Low NEW and used tires Key 762-3106
specialty. 10% discount to
Twin
489-2841
Lakes
after
Call Laura 753-1836
5pm
Moonng.
Call
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
utilities wheel chair ac
senior
citizens. Phone
1988 FORD Taurus L 4
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
753-5500
cessable For sale or lease
489-2693.
door dark blue PS/PB, air, 1979 JAYCO camper 3511 354-8695 before 8am or
WILL break and disc garafter
753-3293
5th wheel New carpet, very
Olt, cruise, P/L Must sell
dens Bushhog and do
5pm for free estimates.
ROCKY
COLSON
Home
,185
good condition Extra
759-9359 or 753-2244
blade work Reasonable
NEAT and clean sharp
Repair Roofing. siding
Auto
clean $6000 OBO
prices 492-8722
home 3br brick on
painting
plumbing
con1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4 489-2744
Parts
daytime,
1/, acres Separate brick
BREAKING and disking crete Free estimates Call
door sedan Excellent con- 489-2196 after 4pm
WILL do plumbing All guarworkshop Central H'C
1982 28 liter engine Ex- dition Low mileage Will
gardens Yard landscaping 474-2307
anteed 435-4169
Bob Perrin RE 759-1881
cellent condition
sell for payoff Call Mike 1988 32ft INTERNA- and bushhogging
evenings 753-3509
753-9808
TIONAL travel trailer
436-5430
753-3311 after 5pm
Barely used, like new
NEW carpet, linoleum
BUILDER new homes
1990 GEO Pram Factory $8500
753-4389,
paint 1991 3BR, 2 bath
garages, additions remodwarranty Sell for payoff
753-5960
brick in city Bob Perrin RE
eling, framing decks paAfter 5pm, 753-8099
759-1881. evenings
34' AIRSTREAM trailer
tios,solar green houses
CAR Stereo Installation
753-3509
1923 T Roadster street rod
1000 Excella pkg Excellent pole barns Experienced
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard condition
Good father/son project
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-7866
SPACIOUS 3br house
Music Murray's Alpine Car
1
4
753-0563 after 5pm
0
0
• Central H A carport & $
Audio
Specialist.
Dixieland
shop Ready to be occup- 753-00627753-9714
CARPET and vinyl repairs
Center, 1 block from MSU
ied Great for first time own- 1956 PONTIAC 2 door dorms
and installation Profesers or retired couple
good condition $1800
sional service Glen Bobber
MUST selll 1981 Tornado 2
$26 000 Must no to ap 435-4196, 435-4116
759-1247,leave message
10tt ALUMINUM ion boat
door All electric, leather
precate Financing avail$175 436-2556
1976
CHIM
OLDSMOB
Chlm Chimney
ILE
seats
Cut$1000
able Call after 5pm
492-8384
lass Supreme Newly re14h. CHEROKEE alumi- Sweeps has 10% senior citi492-8595
built engine $1000 OBO
num fishing boat with car- zen discounts We sell chimSPOTLESS like new home 492-8675 after 6pm
pet and seats. 1984 John- ney caps and screens
in Martin Heights subdivison 30hp, nice trailer. 435-4191
1978
FORD
Mercury
Mosion Features custom
436-5810
CONTRACTOR Portable
drapes, fireplace and qual- narch Good condition 6
cylinder,
good gas mileage
14tt. SEMI-V aluminum buildings, pole barns, genity throughout 3br, 2 bath
boat with good trailer 7.5hp eral home improvements
livingroom, plus family and 753-9808
motor (checked and tuned- Quality work for less Gus
utility $90s MLS 1772 1979 CHEVETTE
Good
tomer satisfaction guarar
up Dec 1990 ) $525
Contact Kopperud Realty transportation
$550
teed Free estimates L E
753-9818
753-1222
759-9711
Williams 489-2663
1974 24ft HARRIS FloteTHE view of the lake from 1979 MONTE
Carlo Good
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
,)ote 1980 551'sp Evinrude
this waterfront home is gor- condition $1000
1981
Boat rebuilt 1990 New top, and Cooling Service Corn
geous Brick bi-level, den Dodge Miranda $1200
Call
deck, carpet, trolling motor, plete service on all central
with fireplace, 2 bedroom. 2 527-9959
depth finder Full camper cooling, all makes and
bath, patiOdeck and excelcanvas Very good condi- models Call Gary at
lent boat dock Nicely land- 1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
759-4754
speed, blue runs great
tion $4000 759-4464
scaped
MLS 1901
753-1222 Kopperud 436-2174 evenings
DAVIDSO
N Roofing New
1987 POLARKRAFT aluRealty
1980 TOYOTA 2 door
minum boat, 18tt. 1986 roots and repairs Tear offs
75hp Mercury motor with and re-roofs Written guarWATERFRONT Ky Lake Blue 5 speed, runs very
good $800 or trade 1981
power trim, trolling motor, antee Local references
subdivision 4br 2 bath
Olds Cutlass Brougham 2
fish finders, trailer, and boat 753-5812
covered deck 354-6006
door Silver all power
cover. Priced to sell Call LICENSE
D for electric
Chevy engine $1150 or
753-3720
gas, refrigeration Installatrade 753-8165 after 6pm
1988 CHEETAH runabout tion and repair Free esti1983 FORD Fairmont good
1911 165hp I/O,$8000 mates 753-7203
Murray
condition 759-9564 after
Days 753-7688, nights EXPERIE
NCED and deNew 4 BR home Large
5pm
759-4703
pendable family business
Ledger & Times
family
room,
LP,
1911 GLASTRON ski boat needs yards to mow in Mur1985 CHEVROLET Cakrtc,hen dining combinaLess than 40hrs of use ray area 437-4171
price station wagon
tion utilNy room. 3
Excellent condition $8000 FENCE
Loaded with options Great
baths, lots. of closets,
sales at Sears
753-3332
for larger families Priced to
now Call Sears 753-2310
double garage, concrete
sell 436-24.82
2211 SAIL boat with 5 sails for free estimate for your
double driveway Patio.
1985 WHITE Cimaron CaHonda motor. sleeps 4 needs
sidewalks carpet, oak
753-4917
dillac Leather, stereo,
parquet floors, range &
GENERAL office and
auto, tilt. pl/pw 58xxx
dishwasher, energy effi28ft HARRIS flotebote house cleaning Refermiles $4000 753-7761 af120hp OMC I/O hardtop ences required 753-4897
cient, large wooded lot
ter 5pm
(Clip
Depth finder, marine radio,
GENERAL Repair plumb489-2126
good condition 753-0387
1986 MERCURY Topaz
ing, roofing tree work
Nights 489-2387
after 5pm
GS $3000 492-8617 or
436-2642
901-644 0256
40HP Johnson motor, 1411.
GUTTERING By Sears
fiberglas boat with trailer.
Sears residential and comComplete $500 753-1220
mercial continuous gutters
oison
Control
EBBTIDE 15ft runabout installed for your specificawith 100hp Evinrude motor tions Call Sears 753-2310
Runs good $1500 1982 for free estimate
30hp Mariner outboard mo- G
W CONSTRUCTION
tor runs good $400 Gerald
Walters roofing
436-2528
painting, vinyl siding all
NEW MUSSEL BOAT kinds of remodeling Phone
NEW AND NICE!
a
'Custom Home Plans
16f1x6tt inside V.in bot- 489-2267
Builders home,built in 1990,features 3 bedrooms, 2
•New Home Construction
torn $1000 502-442-2155 HADAWA
baths and 6 walk-in closets Located Just West of
:.1111
Y Construction
Remodeling
'Custom
Murray in Woodgate Estates $90s MLS 2916
Home remodeling paint
510
mg wallpaper carpentry
%Memo
floor covering No lob too
Offered
711 Main St.
753-1222
small 753-4251
A14 T ENTERPRISE Exc HARDIN Painting ResiDozer, backhoe, trucks Le- dential or commercial Revies, roads, driveways ferences on request For
parking lots, septic tanks free estimate call 437-4221
foundations basements, or 354-8985 20 years
gravel, dirt, and etc e xpenence
753-0577
HAULING yard work tree
11 you are under age 65 and
Al TREE Service Stump removal mowing Free es
qualify for Medicare due to disremoval, spraying, hauling. Ornates 759-1683
ability we offer an excellent MediSeptic Tanks & Sewers
yard work and mowing
INSULATION Blown In By
care Supplement Policy. It pays the
Free estimates 783-0906
Call L's Anytimp
Sears TVA approved
after 5pm. 759-9816
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
Save on those high heating
753-0495
100% of Medicare's Part B coand cooling bills Call Sears
A clean house es a caring 753-2310 for tree estimate
payment amount. This benefit is
house Invest your extra JOE's Lawn
based on 20% of the Medicare
Care Res,
money not your valuable dential
and commercial
Allowable Charge. We also pay
time, on a neat appearance mowing trimming,
fertliz
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
for family and friends For ;rig
and rolling 345-2312
more information call day or
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
night 759-4777.
KITCHEN CABINET REA,..trey
•
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
MODELING with wood
131 Ca ve,••
CARPEN
TRY, commercial
$58.75 per month.
grain formica all colors
Tc-,
and residential work. ReFor more information call:
Free estimates Wulff's ReBca•tle- B.s
modeling, addons. decks,
covery. Murray 436-5560
Chad Coc,•ra- Co:fences Fast quality service Cal 759-1424 after LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027
51:el

YARD work, mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

.Drop by & see our showroom
aos suNeunv hluRRAY 'Beninci Bunny Breac

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves- dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Alibritten, Inc.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
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3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

Kopperud Realty

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

CARS
10 Toyota Carr._........11,987
19P.GaLL981
19 Toyota Carr .....
19 Toyota Ctilia GL 1417
19 Cressi!a...____..15,487
Toyob Cot DI_21,937
3 Rota
3 NI
$437
II Ned/ 63 LI__ ‘467
SuctPik Alt_11,917
18 Tayot N143_23,487
11 Cher/ CaTaro_,......7,987
'88 Toyat
'88 Pont. bine. LE
17 PIrcuth Real Vign.S5.417
17 BP Ls
17 Tort C4513...__4117
17 Tans LI Yip__ S7,417
16 Nissan iturni........11,481
Chry. 5IN A11_27,417
16 Hat Azad 01.__ $41/
16 Pact Veil GT.__ 5,117
16 TO'f.
15 Voks. Jell/ Gl._'4,417
15 kid Ave_547
Torta CsoL__'3217
12 Taptl
TRUCKS
11 Fad Coiresim *SW
19 Tcryola Rab 44.2087
19 Fed Range I
787
19 Cheri S•10.____A117
18 Pud F•150
traytc km1_11,417
11 Rtmouth VcIntr 20,417
17 %I, SRS 4 Rimer.,10,117
17 hail 414______‘,117
17 Icrict 1 Tot_ UV
16 OM

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
classified department

Dial-A-Service
This Ad From The Paper
And_ Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercill i
and
Residential

P

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

753-7588

,
,..

ieft

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

...._..

(502) 759-1487

Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Iv

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

t--.

No Job Too Small

762-1100

Remodeling. Decks, Garages &

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches,concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303

759-4685

753-1916

call:
Munda-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
liopkinsville Federal Sayings Building
"Fl-ee local claim service"

TOY
OTA
orr--Tt's

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting. mamte
nance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
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Additions

489-2739

436-5272

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

16 Fo'd Fi9) 1LT 411.3417
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Phone
15021759-1835
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Saddam skimmed profits: investigator

OBITUARIES

•

4

MONDAY, MARCH 25, 1991

,----

1.vir -•

Raymond
Palmer
Raymond Palmer, 77, died Saturay at 6:45 a.m. at his home on Rt.
Murray. •
A retired farmer. he was of
lanted Methodist faith and a memaar of Woodmen of World.
Born Dec. 25, 1913. in Calloway
ounty. he was the son of the late
\'fred Edward Palmer and Altie
.1ae James Palmer. Two brothers,
irtis Palmer and Kenneth Palmer.
,ao preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wile. Mrs.
• ssie Lockhart Palmer, to whom
o wasimarned on July 8. 1933:
aie son, Edward Palmer and avife.
'nda, Rt..2, Murray; One sister,
ias Christelle Palmer, Murraa;
•o brothers. Lowell Palmer and
Dixie. and Hugh Palmer and
ifea Imogene. Rta I. Kirksey:
ree grandchildren; four great•andchiliren: two .azepgreat- andchildren.
Seraiaes are today_ at 1 p.m. in
• c chapel of Blalock-Coleman
• aneral Home. The Rev. Danny
• alie and theRea. -Susan AUsop• ;kinson are officiating. !alusic is
• Ed Barnes.
Pallboarers are Baron Palmer.
•)aaid Palmer. Bill% Palmer.
atianael Palmer. Keith -Norswortha
nd Dale Parker. act,ae, Kevin
•
Bina Dale Smith, Tim Fal• • Maak Cunningham. Virg•l
aad Eadie Chapman.
an,a-aaa.
follow in niaaal array -Memorial

•••••

Mrs. Laura K. Robertson, 78,
Bennettown, died Friday at 8:50
p.m. at Brookfield Manor Nursing
Home, Hopkinsv'ille.
Her husband, Richard Robertson,
died in 1980. She was the daughter
of the late Samuel Killebrew and
Lonnie Traughber.
Mrs. Robertson was a member of
Sharon Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Christian County.
SuNivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Nancy Robertson Lake. Hook-

Japan aka, nal
-•based Persian Guf
•
to make a:- • throagh cna-na.as. Prime M ._ aa :odaa.
pieaaaa
,.`r S-, b1.11k.7
of ;30 er,
We: the jaa-amase
.raanaa- ave.:acne:a. to
•

Prices

He was a member of IAM Local
1720 and of Union Ridge United
Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Katana Sirls; one daughter, Michelle Sirls, Benton; four sons, Donald
Sirls, Calvert City, and Mitchell.
Jared and Kyle Sirls. all of Benton,
his mother Mrs. Reva Nell Sirls.
and one brother, Jerry Sins,
Benton.

R.‘' Oliaer, 62. of 313 North
St.. N1aaf•cla. ailed FrILV at his
home.
An Arm,‘
0:
War
II. he 1.v•4
of Secona
Christian Char:a atava,aa
Surviaora
oaa
Patti OliVer, For: Goraaa
sons, R.V.
RikfrIC\

•

Air Products
AT&T

Bank of Murray
15013
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
523'
7'!: 1'5:
Chrysler
14348 unc.
CSX Corp
36'4.1 4
Dean Foods
44'12 unc.
Dollar Gen. Store ...Ill 411 Irv%
581/4 .1 4
Exxon

)
)

D.C.;

General

12

. Goodrich
38'
Goodyear
11 1 2 -'.
I.B.M.
113 -1' 2
Ingersoll Rand............._44'8 .3 4
K Mart ...................... 40' 4.114
K . 1. Mines
21'.. unc.
Kroger .............................12930::u
L & C. Energies
unc.
t McDonalds
33'8 .0,4 .
JCPenney
V'. .1)
Quaker Oats ...................57
Sears
Snap-On Toots
32' A -1
T
v‘ues,axTia.cmoa rt
615'
048.
Time-Warner
unc.
43' .'$

Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at Oakrest Cemetery in
Graves County. The Rev. Bennie
Gordon will officiate.
Mason's Memorial Chapel, Mayfield. is in charge of arrangements.
•na: no visitation will be scheduled.

d itu nter,
aaeri
t:S mother.
Mary faaaa a,:a. pata•aa, -taaaa ca‘
a.,
C Da•oaa 1.,:••_1:.;.•-•.

33'. •••).
38 .-, 2

skimmed up to 5 percent of Iraq's
5200 billion in oil sales since 1981.
Kroll also said he has found evidence that the Iraqi group has
siphoned an average of 2.5 percent
off many contracts with Japanese
cornpanies.
The Financial Times report did
not did not address whether any of
the holdings could be classified as
'ill-gotten gains under IN. resolutions adopted after Iraq's Aug. 2
invasion of Kuwait.
• Those resolutions intended to
force Iraq to relinquish Kuwait and
recover plundered Kuwaiti assets.
The CBS report. quoting Kroll,
said Iraq had moved some of its
money to circumvent a freete on
overseas -Iraqi accounts.
Kroll said Iraq transferred huge
sums in early August to Jordanian
Federai Male Market Sews Service Starch 2( 1941
banks. He also said that Kuwaiti
Kentuckv Purchase Area ling %train Report ilk luck. t
RuyvgStahons Receipts itc160'.1,.1L 35011arrows&(At. luxury vehicles stolen by Iraq'.
180 1 ,0 lower Sows under 42,wreak t, 1. iorre r occupation forces were shipped to
525 2.00 Naha
Europe on a Royal Jordanian Air1.5 1 2 230.2,0 lbs
.4900
LS 1 2 210230
_
5454115
lines cargo flight. some turning up
LS 3 230260 lb.
54112,413-,
at Iraq's embassy in Ge.ncaa.
LS 3-4 2a0 rn
54'4.44
2
Sows
Kroll was hired ba :he Kuwaiti
IS 1-2 274350 Ns
government and the S.! Trea.ara
IS 1.3 404525 .
542.146.43 1141
to lay the groundwork for. effortaal
LS 13 52.5 and up
1S 2-3 304500 ftvi
8.4 ollt•ta ,al Collating
reparations from
Roan 5.3200 34 00
Iraq.

HOG MARKET

628
35
.
819
'
.
1
41 ..32'.. -' 4

moors

Washington,
grandchildren.

a a.

of 10:00 AM
7"..7

( A.T.C•Class A .............418

540.0041 00
541 004:011

IMP

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You

r.

Kenny A. Doom
•

as

Industrial Average.............«16.83
Previous Close

R.V. Oliver

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

:WO sisters. Belinda Elliott. Murray. and Marsha Metzger, Paducah:
one brother. Gary Doom, Buma.
171 4 .•.‘ a
Woolworth
11' 4 -3 4)
Smith Funeral Home of Smith6.09
rand will be in- charge of funeral ( (*.E.F. Yield
and burial arrangements.
(
1.,.. Addlttorval Information r..altable

Narsing Home. Pans.
The v.:cloy. of Thurman Green
arenah. she was a member of
Buchanan United Methodist
Caarah.
aarvaaora-- include two sisters.
Mrs. Cornell Sykes and Mrs. Velda
C. Buchanan. and one brother. Guy
C Swor. all of Paris.

c7

414 Matn St.

-•••
-

'53-3366
4.4111t_

HIWARD
LYONS

Preston Barrett

\0
\
\A(Nbes
. .t svestm
r:
ent

B _
7 H.
IN17

es y014.
ork Ain•••••• •••••th eAkl••••• Stew.

and S •c

one son. Autrey Robinson, Buchanan; fpungrandchildren; one greatgandahild.
Also surviving are six sisters,
Mrs. Ca‘iett Calloway, Columbia.
S.C.. Mrs. Fostine Lee, Grass Lake,
Nlich.. Mrs. Zelna Wyatt, Benton,
Mrs. Ozane Adams. Cleveland,
Tenn.. Mrs. Carolyn Forrest, Westland. Mich.. and Mrs. Drunell
Webb. Paris; two brothers. Clifton
Robinso- n. Puryear. and Hennie
Robinson, Dearborn, Mich.

( cn-,C,cr•
(

••••
••••••••• Navy

•

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2381)

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Murray, Ky

;t,
• fi:

•:Hafford Ballard Robinson

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Lpon Request,/

fr"•

Mrs. Ola Dexter French

• Sea.as..noWever aaa
the 3-9

'rag denounces
:ease-fire terms,
righting continues

Stock Market
Report

Donnie Wayne Sirls

K

Japan won't boost
:Gulf War payments

insville; two sons, Jim Robertson,
Hopkinsville, and Bill Robertson,
Murray; six grandchildren; nine
great-grandchildren.
Services were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Hughart and Beard
Funeral Home, Hoplcinsville.
Burial was in Powell Cemetery
at Lafayette.
The family requested that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Sharon Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

The funeral for Donnie Wayne
Sirls is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Homo.
Benton. The Rev. Donny Harden
and the Re‘. Joe Gears are
officiating.
lollow• in Union
Ridge Cemetery
Mr. Sirla, 45. Benton. a.,ed
Satardaa at X:45 a.m. a: Vanaerbi:l
Hoapital,
T0r.71.

including one of the world's largest
media companies.
He says the stock purchases were
made by several companies with
Iraqi directors, including one led
by Saddam's half brother.
Kroll, president of the New
York-based Kroll Associates investigations firm, spoke in interviews,
published today by the Financial
Times, a British newspaper. and
broadcast Sunday by CBS News'
'60 Minutes.''
Kroll described Saddam. who
took power in 1979, as one of the
world's richest men.
Both reports quoted Kroll as saying Saddam and his family have

NEW YORK (AP)- The head
of the firm hired by the Kuwaiti
government to find out the size and
location of Saddam Hussein's
wealth estimates that the Iraqi president's family has skimmed $10
billion in oil profits since 1981.
Jack Kroll also says Iraqi investors on Saddam's behalf have also
purchased nearly SI billion worth
of shares in public companies,
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:raop,from Kawait late las: ra-.•,7.1..",
A Taan.-.1anent cease-fire ta,
neen siaaled act. and the Lh.iaa
States saas ity.ill not agree tr,
..In'iess Iraq destroys all its
cal. biological and raa,ear
weapons-grade materials, aader
U.N. supervision.
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(Before the Need Arises. . .

Former politburo
members sentenced
BUCHAREST. Romania (AP)Eleven former aides to Communist
ruler Nicolae Ceausescu were sentenced today to prison for the
deaths of people during the bloody
revolution that overthrew the
dictator. •
Four former Communist officials
received suspended sentences and
another six were acquitted. The
two judges who presided over the
trial did not explain their decision
in these cases.
All of those who stood trial were
ranking Communists and served in
Ceausescu's government.
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NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
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435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr
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Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

.
713 South Fourth St.
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Dr. Dabid Roos, Minister
North of the square on Fifth Street
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At the Christian Church (Disciples
of('hrist) mecnbership requires only
that you profess your belief that. Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of the living God
and that you accept Him as your
personal Savior.
'But you don't have to join to worship
with us. We welcome you to join us in
worship and communion on Easter
Sunday and every Sunday.
Easter is more than just swets, it's
sweet realization.

The First Christian Church

753-680y
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If Easter only means pretty eggs,
chocolate bunnies, and jelly beans,
then you've missed the whole idea
Even if you don't spend Easter in
church, it is still a celebration of the
rebirth of the earth and of all living
things.
If you have the slightest belief that
Jesus was resurrected following-His
crucifixion, then doesn't it make
sense to worship Him on Easter
Sunday and every other Sunday in the
year?
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